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Floer Homology for Symplectomorphism
Hai-Long Her∗
Abstract. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold, and φ be a symplectic
diffeomorphism onM , we define a Floer-type homology FH∗(φ) which is a gen-
eralization of Floer homology for symplectic fixed points defined by Dostoglou
and Salamon for monotone symplectic manifolds. These homology groups are
modules over a suitable Novikov ring and depend only on φ up to a Hamiltonian
isotopy.
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1 Introduction.
Floer homology for symplectic manifolds is a great by-product for proving the fa-
mous Arnold conjectures[A] concerning about the number of non-degenerate fixed
points of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of any compact symplectic manifold and the
number of transversal intersection points of any Lagrangian submanifold with its
Hamiltonian deformations. For the first case, since the fixed points of a Hamiltonian
diffeomorphism ψH correspond to the time-1 periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian
vector fieldXt generated by a time-dependent Hamiltonian functionHt, the problem
is equivalent to estimating the number of non-degenerate periodic solutions. To do
this, A. Floer[F1][F2][F3] initialed the method of using Gromov’s pseudoholomorphic
curves as connecting orbits between the periodic solutions and, by counting connect-
ing orbits, establishing infinite dimensional Morse-Witten complex and homology.
For monotone (by Floer[F3]) and semi-positive (by Hofer-Salamon[HS], Ono[On1])
symplectic manifolds, defining Floer homology only involves the moduli space of
connecting orbits, and the Gromov’s weak compactness for J-holomorphic curves
can be proved (with some kind of dimension counting argument). As for general
symplectic manifolds, however, the phenomenon of bubbling-off spheres can not be
avoided by transversality arguments, and for this reason, the Gromov’s compactness
for the moduli space of J-holomorphic curves connecting periodic solutions can not
always hold. By considering the enlarged moduli space of stable maps and using
the elaborate virtual techniques (or establishing the so-called Kuranishi structure),
Fukaya-Ono[FO], Liu-Tian[LT1] independently gave the definition of general Floer
homology. As a result, the general Arnold conjecture for nondegerate fixed points
of Hamiltonian diffeomorphism was proved.
∗The work is supported by the Supporting Program for Postdoctoral Research of Jiangsu
Province, P.R.China.
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By now, there exist some variants of Floer-type homology. For instance, for
(simply connected) monotone symplectic manifold (M,ω), using the same method
by Floer[F3] with some modified details, Dostoglou-Salamon[DS2] defined a new (or
generalized) version of Floer homology for symplectic fixed points of some special
symplectomorphism as φH = ψ
−1
1 ◦ φ, where ψ1 is the time-1 map of symplecto-
morphisms ψt : M → M generated by a Hamiltonian Ht satisfying Ht = Ht+1 ◦ φ,
i.e.
d
dt
ψt = Xt, ψ0 = id, ι(Xt)ω = dHt
with ψt+1 ◦φH = φ◦ψt, and φ is a given symplectomorphism on M . It is easy to see
that when φ = id, φH is a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism, and the generalized Floer
homology is just the ordinary one. For a symplectomorphism φ ∈ Symp0(M,ω),
i.e. in the identity component of symplectic diffeomorphism group Symp(M,ω),
Ono[On2] also defined another version of so-called Floer-Novikov homology for gen-
eral symplectic manifold.
In the present paper, we generalize the Dostoglou-Salamon’s construction to
general symplectic manifold and define such Floer homology. The fundamental idea
is to study the moduli space of stable connecting orbits from open surface from which
we construct virtual cycle, and to use it to define a complex which is a module over
a Novikov ring generated by the solutions of the Hamiltonian equation above, and
a suitable boundary operator on it whose homology is the favorite one.
Firstly, we review the basic idea of dealing with problems of moduli space.
Definition 1.1 We say a triple (E ,B, s) is a Fredholm system if the follwing hold
1) E, B are two smooth Banach orbifolds, π : E → B is a Banach orbibundle,
whose each fibre Ex, x ∈ B is a Babach space.
2) s : B → E is a smooth section, and for ∀x ∈ B the linearization of s at x
Dxs : TxB → Ex
is a Fredholm operator and s−1(0) is compact. s is called a Fredholm section.
And the zero set of section M = s−1(0) is called the moduli space of the system.
In particular, if the linearization map Dxs is surjective for all x ∈ M, thenM is
a smooth orbifold and the dimension ofM is equal to the Fredholm index of Dxs. If
ind(Dxs) = d, thenM can be considered as a cycle in Hd(B) representing the Euler
class of the bundle E → B. Thus some invariants (for example G-W invariants), can
be defined for any cohomology form α ∈ Hd(B,R) as Φ(α) =
∫
M α.
Actually, defining Floer homology for fixed point of Hamiltonian diffeomor-
phism ΦH is also based on the study of thus moduli space. For instance, let
B = W1,p(u∗TM) be some suitable completion of the space of smooth maps u :
Σ → (M,ω) with some suitable boundary condition, where Σ is a Riemann surface
(for example Σ = R× S1 and lims→±∞ u(s, t) = x±(t) are periodic solutions of the
Hamiltonian equation), and let E be the Banach bundle over B, whose fiber at u ∈ B
is the Banach space Lp(Λ0,1(u∗TM)), then the ∂¯J map or its some perturbation ∂¯J,H
can be thought as a section of bundle E → B. In some ideal case, for instanceM is a
monotone symplectic manifold, Floer proved that (E ,B, ∂¯J,H) is a Fredholm system,
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and for generic chosen pair (J,H), the linearization operator Du of ∂¯J,H is surjective
at any u ∈ M = ∂¯−1J,H(0). Using this moduli space M, especially, by studying its 1
and 2 dimensional components, Floer defined his well known homology.
However, in general, the moduli space M is not compact. Floer’s method for
defining homology for general symplectic manifold is invalid, since we can not nat-
urally get a Fredholm system (E ,B, ∂¯J,H) as above. In fact, one can overcome this
difficult by considering a larger space of maps, i.e. the stable compactification M,
say moduli space of stable maps, which is the zero set of an enlarged bundle, intro-
duced by Kontsevich. At the same time, although the new enlarged moduli space is
compact, the appearing of multiple covered J-spheres with negative Chern number
would make the linearization map Dxs be not always surjective for any x ∈ M. This
also makes the dimension of the “boundary” of M too larger than estimated by in-
dex theorem. The idea of virtual techniques to deal with this problem is to construct
generic perturbative section ∂¯J,H + ν of some orbibundle (or, say multi-bundle) over
the enlarged space of stable W1,p-maps, with the virtual moduli space Mν as the
zero set of this perturbed section, and to construct the so-called virtual moduli cycle
C(Mν), from which one can derive the well-defined Floer-type homology.
Now in our setting, for any two x˜−, x˜+ the stable moduli space is PM(x˜−, x˜+),
where we denote x˜−(x˜+) for the lift of fixed point x−(x+) of φH in some universal
covering space. Roughly speaking, PM(x˜−, x˜+) consists of all stable (J,H)-orbits
connecting x˜− and x˜+, such a stable connecting orbit V : Σ→M contains some main
components vm, m = 1, · · · ,K, which each is a ∂¯J,H -orbit, and some bubble compo-
nents fb, b = 1, · · · , L, which each is a J-holomorphic sphere. And PM(x˜−, x˜+) is
the natural compactification of the ordinary moduli spaceM(x˜−, x˜+) which consists
of only ∂¯J,H -orbits with open domain R
2. We refer the reader to section 2 and 3 for
related definitions. For monotone symplectic manifold M , Dostoglou-Salamon used
only the moduli spaceM(x˜−, x˜+) to define the homology for symplectomorphism φ,
while for general symplectic manifold we must consider its stable compactification.
Then the ambient space is denoted by B(x˜−, x˜+), and in the partially smooth
category (c.f. [M2] or section 4) we show that there exists a neighborhood W of
PM(x˜−, x˜+) in B(x˜−, x˜+) with the so-called multi-fold structure or atlas V˜, and
we define a multi-bundle E˜ over it, then we can show that in a small covering
neighborhoodWǫ, locally the generic perturbed map ∂¯J,H+ν gives the “fine” section,
and all of them fit together to give a multi-section s˜ of this bundle, In other words,
for generic pair (J,H) we can obtain a transverse Fredholm system (E˜ , V˜,W, s˜) with
index d, and the zero set of this multi-section is the virtual moduli space, denoted
by PMν(x˜−, x˜+) which is compact and can be considered as a relative cycle with
correct dimension d estimated by index theorem.
We then define a graded Q-space C∗ = C∗(J,H, φ) = ⊕nCn(J,H, φ) as usual.
Simply speaking, we can define a functional F on some covering of a path space,
and Cn(J,H, φ) is generated by the critical points of F with Conley-Zehnder index
n. And C∗ is in general an infinite dimensional space over Q but a finite dimensional
space over a Novikov ring Λω,φ (c.f. section 6.2 for details). Then we can just define
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the boundary operator by δJ,H,ν : Cn → Cn−1, such that for any x˜ ∈ Critn(F ),
δJ,H,ν(x˜) =
∑
y˜∈Critn−1(F )
#(PMν(y˜, x˜))y˜,
where Critn(F ) denotes the set of critical points of F with Conley-Zehnder index
n. Now we can state our main result
Theorem 1 Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold with compatible almost
complex structure J , and φ be a given symplectomorphism on M . Then for a generic
pair of J and time dependent Hamiltonion function H : R × M → R satisfying
Ht = Ht+1 ◦ φ, we can construct a compact relative rational cycle PM
ν and a
boundary operator δν = δJ,H,ν : C∗ → C∗, such that δ
2
ν = 0. So the Floer homology
FH∗(J,H, φ, ν) is the homology of this chain complex (C∗, δν). Moreover, Floer
homology FH∗(J,H, φ, ν) is independent of the choice of the generic pair (J,H),
and it depends on the symplectomorphism φ only up to Hamiltonian isotopy, i.e.
there exists a natural isomorphism
FH∗(J0,H0, φ0, ν0)→ FH∗(J1,H1, φ1, ν1),
provided φ0 and φ1 are related by a Hamiltonian isotopy.
Remark. With the Floer homology FH∗(φ) defined above, we can consider the pair-
of-pants construction suggested by Donaldson, i.e. we can consider a homomorphism
FH∗(ψ) ⊗ FH∗(φ)→ FH∗(ψ ◦ φ).
If ψ = id, this induces the quantum cap product. We will not study this topic in the
present article, the author plans to treat the quantum cap product and its related
applications in another paper.
In the present paper, we also use the similar virtual techniques with some modi-
fications based on Liu-Tian’s work [LT1] to construct Floer homology of symplecto-
morphism for general symplectic manifold. In fact, the methods by Fukaya-Ono[FO]
and Li-Tian [LiT] can be also used for this purpose, however, we want to use as less
analytic tools as possible at the cost of more topological arguments. Also the tech-
nique used by Ruan [R] may be applied for this by generalizing arguments in [Si] to
construct virtual neighborhoods.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In section 2 we define the ordinary mod-
uli spaceM(x˜−, x˜+) of ∂¯J,H -connecting orbits with the variant in that the solutions
of the Hamiltonian equation given above, whose lifts are considered as the critical
points of action functional, are unnecessary periodic ones. In section 3 we define the
stable connecting orbits and the enlarged stable moduli space PM(x˜−, x˜+). Then
in section 4 we show that this enlarged space is Hausdorff and compact, and we
study its small neighborhood in its ambient space. In section 5, in a more abstract
setting and in the partially smooth category, we show the concepts of multi-fold,
multi-bundle and multi-section which can be found (maybe with slight difference in
different settings) in many literatures (cf. [FO][LT1][M2][S][Si]), and show the gen-
eral method of constructing virtual cycle. In section 6 we prove that locally we can
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get a transverse Fredholm system by generically perturbation. As an application of
the results in preceding sections, in section 7 we construct the virtual moduli space
and the relative virtual moduli cycle PMν and define the Floer-type homology.
Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to Professor Gang Tian for many ad-
vices and constant encouragement in his work.
2 Moduli space of connecting orbits.
We take the twisted free loop space as
Ωφ = {γ : R→M : γ(t+ 1) = φ(γ(t))}.
And consider the closed 1-form on Ωφ
〈α(γ), ξ〉 =
∫ 1
0
ω(γ˙ −Xt(γ), ξ)dt.
We say that an almost complex structure J : TM → TM is compatible with
symplectic form ω if they induce a Riemannian metric g(ξ, η) = ω(ξ, Jη). And we
denote the set of all compatible almost complex structure by J (M,ω). Choose a
smooth map R → J (M,ω) : t 7→ Jt such that Jt = φ
∗Jt+1. Such a structure
determines a metric on Ωφ.
Now, we consider the minimal covering π : Ω˜φ → Ωφ such that the form π
∗α
is exact, i.e. there is a functional F on Ω˜φ, such that π
∗α = dF , and its structure
group Γ is free abelian. In general, we may additionally assume that there is an
injective homomorphism i : Γ → π2(M). For instance, if the symplectic manifold
M is simply connected, then Γ = π1(Ωφ) ∼= π2(M).
In this article, we will at first consider a connected component of Ωφ, and describe
a certain covering space of it. Firstly, we choose and fix a path γ0 ∈ Ωφ, and
consider the component of Ωφ containing γ0, denote it by Ω
γ0
φ or Ω
0
φ. We denote by
C([0, 1]× R,M) for all the continuous maps w : [0, 1]×R →M , we consider the set
of pairs as
{(γ,w)| w(0, ·) = γ0, w(1, ·) = γ, γ ∈ Ω
0
φ, w ∈ C([0, 1] × R,M)}.
We define a homomorphism Iω : π2(M) → R, Iω(A) =
∫
A ω, ∀A ∈ π2(M). And we
define a weaker equivalence relation by
(γ,w) ∼ (γ′, w′)⇐⇒ γ = γ′ and
∫
[0,1]×[0,1]
w∗ω =
∫
[0,1]×[0,1]
(w′)∗ω.
The universal covering space of Ω0φ can be defined as the set of equivalence classes
of the pairs defined above, denote it by Ω˜0φ = {[γ,w]}. Then the Γ is the group of
deck transformation of the covering
Ω˜0φ → Ω
0
φ.
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One can check that this is a regular covering, say, Ω˜0φ/Ω
0
φ ≃ Γ for any fixed γ0 ∈
Ω0φ. Furthermore, we see that π2(M) acts on Ω˜φ via γ˜ = [γ,w] → [γ,A#w] =
γ˜#A, where A#w denotes the equivalence class of the connected sum a#w for any
representative a of A. The covering map is π : Ω˜0φ → Ω
0
φ, π(γ˜) = γ. Now, we can
write the functional Fγ0 : Ω˜
0
φ → R by
Fγ0([γ,w]) =
∫
[0,1]×[0,1]
w∗ω −
∫ 1
0
H(γ(t), t)dt.
Then the universal cover Ω˜φ of Ωφ, and the functional F on Ω˜φ can be defined
componentwise. The critical points of F are such [γ,w] with γ being the solution of
Hamiltonian equation listed in the introduction.1
In the sequel, for simplicity of notations, we will just write Ωφ and Ω˜φ for Ω
0
φ
and Ω˜0φ, respectively, if without the danger of confusion. We also use x˜ to denote a
critical point of the functional F , which can be considered as a lift of the symplectic
path ψt(x) or a lift of a fixed point x of the symplectomorphism φH .
The gradient ∇F of the functional F , with respect to the lift of the metric on
Ωφ, is a Γ-invariant vector field on Ω˜φ, and π∗∇F = gradα. Then we consider the
moduli space of thus gradient flows connecting a pair of critical points (x˜−, x˜+) of
F
M̂(x˜−, x˜+) =
{
u˜ : R→ Ω˜| du˜(s)
ds
= −∇F (u˜(s)), u˜ is not constant,
lims→±∞ u˜(s) = x˜±
}
.
It is also called the moduli space of connecting orbits. Denote the collection by
M̂ =
⋃
x˜±
M̂(x˜−, x˜+), the non-parameterized space by
M(x˜−, x˜+) = M̂(x˜−, x˜+)/R,
and the natural quotient map by q : M̂ → M. For generic pair (H,Jt), all
M(x˜−, x˜+) are finite dimensional smooth manifolds.
The map u : R2 → M , defined by u(s, t) = π(u˜(s))(t), satisfies the following
perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equation
∂¯J,H(u) = ∂su+ Jt(u)(∂tu−Xt(u)) = 0 (1)
with boundary condition
u(s, t+ 1) = φ(u(s, t)), (2)
and has limits
lim
s→±∞
u(s, t) = ψt(x±), x± = φH(x±), (3)
where x± are nondegenerate fixed points of φH .
1For a special case φ = id, our covering space and functional F are different from the usual
covering space L˜ and action functional aH (e.g. [HS][LT1]), however, in the path space Ωφ they
have the same paths as the projection of the set of critical points. The author thinks it is interesting
to consider the relation between the two kinds of Floer homology constructed under the two settings.
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The energy of u is
E(u) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ 1
0
(|∂su|
2 + |∂tu−Xt(u)|
2)dtds <∞
It is easy to see that x˜−#u = [x+, w#u] = [x+, w
′] = x˜+, where w
′ = w#u is the
obvious concatenation of w and u along the path x−. And we have the equality
E(u) = F (x˜+)− F (x˜−). (4)
For any smooth function u : R2 → M satisfying u(s, t + 1) = φ(u(s, t)), we
denote W k,pφ (u
∗TM) for the Sobolev completion of the space of smooth vector fields
ξ(s, t) ∈ Tu(s,t)M along u, which satisfy ξ(s, t + 1) = dφ(u(s, t))ξ(s, t) and have
compact support on R × [0, 1], with respect to the W k,p-norm over R × [0, 1]. And
denote Lpφ(u
∗TM) = W 0,pφ (u
∗TM). Then for solution u of (1) and (2), we get the
following linear operator by linearizing (1)
Du : W
1,p
φ (u
∗TM)→ Lpφ(u
∗TM)
defined by
Duξ = ∇sξ + Jt(u)(∇tξ −∇ξXt(u)) +∇ξJt(u)(∂tu−Xt(u)),
where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection associated to the metric gt(·, ·) =
ω(·, Jt·). If the fixed points x± = φH(x±) are nondegenerate then Du is a Fred-
holm operator and its index is given by the Maslov index of u.
More precisely, we follow [DS1] to show the definition of the Maslov index. Let
Sp(2n) be the group of symplectic matrices. And denote the singular subset by
Sing(2n) = {A ∈ Sp(2n)| det(Id − A) = 0}, which is called Maslov cycle, its
complement is an open and dense subset of Sp(2n), denote it by
Sp∗(2n) = Sp(2n)− Sing(2n).
For any path Ψ : [0, 1]→ Sp(2n), with Ψ(0) = Id and Ψ(1) = Sp∗(2n), there exists
the so-called Conley-Zehnder index µCZ(Ψ) (c.f. [RS][SZ]). Given two nondegener-
ate fixed points x± of φH , denote by P(x−, x+) the space of all smooth functions
u : R2 →M satisfying (2) and (3). For any u ∈ P(x−, x+), we choose a trivialization
Φ(s, t) : R2n → Tu(s,t)M such that
Φ(s, t)∗ω = ω0, Φ(s, t+ 1) = dφ(u(s, t))Φ(s, t)
and lims→±∞Φ(s, t) = Φ
±(t) : R2n → Tψt(x±)M . Now, we construct the symplectic
paths
Ψ±(t) = Φ±(t)−1dψt(x±)Φ
±(0).
It is easy to see that Ψ±(1) ∈ Sp∗(2n) since x± are nondegenerate. Then we can
define the Conley-Zehnder index of x± by
µCZ(x±) = µCZ(Ψ
±),
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and the Maslov index of the pair (u,H) is defined by
µ(u,H) = µCZ(x+)− µCZ(x−) = µCZ(Ψ
+)− µCZ(Ψ
−),
which is independent of the choice of the trivialization and satisfies the following
properties
(Homotopy): For given H and two nondegenerate fixed points x± of φH , µ(u,H) is
constant on the homotopy components of P(x−, x+).
(Zero): If x− = x+, then µ(u,H) = 0.
(Catenation): µ(u01#u12,H) = µ(u01,H) + µ(u12,H).
(Chern class): For v : S2 →M , µ(u#v,H) = µ(u,H)− 2c1(v).
(Morse index): If φ = Id and Ht = H is a Morse function with sufficiently small
second derivatives, then fixed points are the critical points of H and µ(u,H) =
IndH(x+)− IndH(x−).
(Fixed point index): For u ∈ P(x−, x+),
(−1)µ(u,H) = sign of det(Id− dφ(x+))det(Id− dφ(x−)).
Let F˜ix(φH) ⊂ Ω˜φ denote the set of elements which cover curves of the form
x(t) = ψt(x), x ∈ Fix(φH). Then we have a fibration of discrete sets
Γ →֒ F˜ix(φH)→ Fix(φH).
Every function u ∈ P(x−, x+) and every lift x˜− ∈ F˜ix(φH) of x− determines a
unique lift x˜+ = x˜−#u of x+. By the “homotopy” and “catenetion” properties of
the Maslov index there exists a unique map µrel : F˜ix(φH)× F˜ix(φH)→ Z such that
µ(u,H) = µrel(x˜−, x˜+)
whenever x˜+ = x˜−#u. Then by the “Chern class” property one has
µrel(x˜−, v#x˜+) = µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 2c1(v)
for v ∈ π2(M), and the “catenetion” property reads
µrel(x˜0, x˜1) + µrel(x˜1, x˜2) = µrel(x˜0, x˜2).
Now, if we fix a reference critical point of the functional F , say x˜0 ∈ F˜ix(φH),
such that its projection x0 ∈ Fix(φH) is nondegenerate, then we can define the
Conley-Zehnder index of any x˜ ∈ Crit(F ) by
µCZ(x˜) = µrel(x˜0, x˜).
It is easy to see that the dimension of the nonparameterized moduli spaceM(x˜−, x˜+)
is µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1.
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3 Moduli space of stable connecting orbits.
Now we follow the method by Fukaya-Ono[FO] with some modifications to define
the stable connecting orbits and moduli space. We denote the set of critical points
of the function F by Crit(F). For convenience of the reader, we list some necessary
definitions.
Definition 3.1 A semi-stable curve with k marked points is a pair (Σ, z), where
the set Σ = ∪πΣν (Σν) is connected, each Σν is a Riemann surface, and the number
of Σν is finite, πΣν : Σν → Σ is a continuous and locally homeomorphic map, and
z = (z1, · · · , zk) are k distinguished points on Σ. Moreover, the following hold
1◦ For each p ∈ Σ, Sumν#π
−1
Σν
(p) ≤ 2; For each zi, Sumν#π
−1
Σν
(zi) = 1.
2◦ The set {p|Sumν#π
−1
Σν
(p) = 2} is of finite order.
If Sumν#π
−1
Σν
(πΣν (p)) = 2, p is called a singular or double point. If πΣν (p) = zi
for some i, we say the p ∈ Σν is marked. And say Σν is a component of Σ. If all
components are spheres, we say (Σ, z) is a genus 0 semi-stable curve.
A homeomorphism h : (Σ, z)→ (Σ, z) is called an automorphism if it can be lifted
to bi-holomorphic isomorphisms hµν : Σµ → Σν for each component and h(zi) = zi
for each i. We denote the automorphism group of (Σ, z) by Aut(Σ, z) or GΣ.
Definition 3.2 Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold with a compatible almost com-
plex structure J : TM → TM . A continuous map u : Σ → M is called pseudo-
holomorphic if the composition u ◦ πΣν : Σν → M is pseudo-holomorphic (or J-
holomorphic ) for each ν.
Definition 3.3 A pair ((Σ, z), u) is called a J-stable map if for each ν one of the
following conditions holds
1◦ u ◦ πΣν : Σν →M is a nonconstant J-holomorphic map.
2◦ Let mν be the number of special points on Σν which are singular or marked,
then mν ≥ 3.
If a semi-stable curve (Σ, z) satisfies the condition 2◦ in the Definition 3.3 for each
component, then we say it is a stable curve. For a pair ((Σ, z), u), we define its
automorphism group by
Aut((Σ, z), u) = {h : Σ→ Σ| h is an automorphism, and u ◦ h = u}.
It can be proved that ((Σ, z), u) is stable if and only if Aut((Σ, z), u) is a finite
group[FO].
Definition 3.4 Let β ∈ H2(M,Z). We denote by (M,J, β)0,k for the set of genus
0 stable maps ((Σ, z), u) with k marked points such that u∗([Σ]) = β. We say two
stable maps are equivalent, i.e. ((Σ, z), u) ∼ ((Σ, z′), u′), if and only if there exists
an isomorphism h : (Σ, z) → (Σ, z′) satisfying u′ ◦ h = u and h(zi) = z
′
i for each
i. We write CM0,k(M,J, β) = (M,J, β)0,k/ ∼, and call it the moduli space of this
kind of stable maps.
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We define the energy of a genus 0 stable map ((Σ, z), u) ∈ (M,J, β)0,k by
E(u) = E((Σ, z), u) =
∫
Σ
u∗ω
Recall that M(x˜−, x˜+) is the moduli space of gradient flow lines connecting two
critical points x˜−, x˜+ of F . Note the periodicity condition (2), we give the following
Definition 3.5 A stable connecting orbit between x˜− = x˜1 and x˜+ = x˜K+1 is a
triple ((v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o) such that
(1) vj = uj|R×[0,1], where uj = π(u˜j), u˜j ∈ M(x˜j , x˜j+1), x˜j ∈ Crit(F ), j =
1, · · · ,K + 1.
(2) fi = (Σfi , ufi) ∈ CM0,1(M,J, βi), where Σfi is a genus zero semi-stable curve
with one marked point and ufi : Σfi → M , and [ufi(Σfi)] = βi. Let zi ∈ Σfi be the
marked point.
(3) o is an injection from {1, · · · , l} to the K copies of R × [0, 1]. If o(i) = (si, ti)
is on the jth copy of R × [0, 1], we require that ufi(zi) = vj(si, ti). Moreover, if
there exists some i ∈ {1, · · · , l} satisfying o(i) = (si, 0) or o(i) = (si, 1), then there
exists a j ∈ {1, · · · , l} such that o(j) = (sj = si, 1) or o(j) = (sj = si, 0), respectively.
(4) If x˜j = x˜j+1, then there exists an i such that o(i) is on the j
th copy of R× [0, 1].
We say each vj is a main component and each component of fi is a bubble compo-
nent of the stable connecting orbit. In particular, sometimes if necessary, we denote
by fBi for the distinct fi above satisfying o(i) = (si, 0) or o(i) = (si, 1) and by f
I
i
for others.
Since each vj is the restriction of uj, for a sequences {v
(n)
j }, if there exists a v
∗
j
such that v
(n)
j → v
∗
j if and only if there exists a map u
∗
j such that v
∗
j = u
∗
j |R×[0,1]
and u
(n)
j → u
∗
j .
Naturally, we define the domain Σ of the stable connecting orbit as K copies
of R × [0, 1] with two particular segments of line L±∞ = {±∞} × [0, 1], which are
called the main components, denoted by Σm,i, i = 1, · · · ,K, attached with l genus
zero semi-stable curves Σf1 , · · · ,Σfl at l points o(1), · · · , o(l), whose components are
called the bubble components which each one can be identified with S2, we assume
there totally are L such bubble components, denoted them by Σb,j, j = 1, · · · , L.
And the double points include all o(i) and the singular points on all Σfi which are
the intersections of bubble components in Σfi . To make the domain be stable curve,
we can add some marked points on those semi-stable bubble components such that
the condition 2◦ in Definition 3.3 holds, also in order to consider the bubbling-off
process we maybe add some markings on main components as well. We call such
curve is P-stable.
We can simply write the stable connecting orbit as (Σ, V ), where V : Σ → M
satisfying V = vj on the j
th copy of R× [0, 1], and V = ufi on Σfi .
For r = (r1, · · · , rK) ∈ R
K , it is easy to see that there exists a natural RK-action
on (Σ, V ). If o(i) is on the jth component, also the action is to translate o(i) by
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rj ∈ R. We say r(Σ, V ) is equivalent to (Σ, V ), and denote [Σ, V ] for the equivalent
class of (Σ, V ).
Now we define the moduli space of stable connecting orbits PM(x˜−, x˜+),
Definition 3.6 we say [Σ, V ] ∈ PM(x˜−, x˜+) if x˜K+1 = x˜+ and
x˜1#(β1 + · · ·+ βl) = x˜−.
We define the energy of [Σ, V ] ∈ PM(x˜−, x˜+) is
E([Σ, V ]) =
K∑
j=1
E(uj) +
l1∑
i=1
E(f Ii ) +
1
2
l2∑
i=1
E(fBi ), (5)
where l1 = #{f
I
i }, l2 = #{f
B
i }, and l1 + l2 = l.
We can see that the energy only depends on x˜−, x˜+, i.e. E([Σ, V ]) = F (x˜+) −
F (x˜−), and is independent of the choice of [(v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o] ∈ PM(x˜−, x˜+).
The following lemma shows that the energy of each genus 0 stable map or each
nonconstant connecting orbit is bounded from below by a constant.
Lemma 3.1 Given a compact symplectic manifold (M,ω) with compatible almost
complex structure J . There exists a constant δ > 0 such that if x˜− 6= x˜+, then for any
nonconstant genus zero pseudo-holomorphic map f : Σ→M and ∀ u ∈M(x˜−, x˜+),
min(E(f), E(u)) > δ.
The proof is standard, we refer the reader to [G][FO].
In order to construct a Fredholm system defined in the Definition 1.1, we define
an ambient space of PM(x˜−, x˜+). Firstly, we introduce the notion of stable W
k,p
or Lk,p-connecting orbits with k− 2
p
> 1. Given a set Σ which is the domain defined
above.
Definition 3.7 We say a triple ((v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o) is a stableW
k,p-connecting
orbit between x˜− = x˜1 and x˜+ = x˜K+1 if
1◦ vj = uj|R×[0,1], where uj = π(u˜j) is a W
k,p-map such that lims→−∞ u˜j(s, ·) = x˜j ,
lims→+∞ u˜j(s, ·) = x˜j+1, x˜j ∈ Crit(F ), j = 1, · · · ,K + 1.
2◦ fi = (Σfi , ufi), each ufi : Σfi →M is a stable W
k,p-map, and [ufi(Σfi)] = βi.
3◦ The conditions (3) and (4) in the Definition 3.5 are satisfied.
4◦ x˜K+1 = x˜+ and x˜1#(β1 + · · ·+ βl) = x˜−.
5◦ Each W k,p-map uj satisfies the following exponential W
k,p-decay condition along
its ends xj = πx˜j and xj+1 = π(x˜j+1)∫ ∫
R×[0,1]
(|η
(m)
j−1|
p + |η
(m)
j |
p)eε0|s|dsdt <∞, m = 0, 1, · · · , k,
where ηj is defined by uj(s, t) = expxjηj(s, t) for sufficiently large s, and ε0 is a fixed
small positive constant.
We denote the moduli space of equivalence classes of all such stable W k,p-orbits
connecting x˜−, and x˜+ by B(x˜−, x˜+). All other notation introduced for stable con-
necting orbits above are also applicable to stable W k,p-orbits. Sometimes, we will
simply write PM and B for these spaces defined above with the ends x˜± being not ex-
pressed explicitly, and write a stable orbit, i.e. the triple ((v1, · · · , vk), (f1, · · · , fl), o)
in PM and B by (Σ, V ) or V .
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4 Gluing.
In this section, we will define a small neighborhood W of the stable moduli space
PM(x˜−, x˜+) in its ambient space B(x˜−, x˜+), and we can see on W there exists a
naturally defined topology which is Hausdorff. The moduli space PM is a compact
subset of W. And in some suitably abstract settings, we can consider W as a space
with two topologies, say a partially smooth space. On this space one can define a
so-called multi-fold atlas, and there are related multi-bundles over it and a family
of compatible multi-valued sections, say multi-section, which can be used to define
the virtual cycle. The application of the settings in this section will give rise to
the construction of virtual moduli cycle and the definition of Floer homology in the
section 6.
In order to study the moduli space PM, we have to give a description of the
domain. Indeed, we will see that there exist stratifications PM = ∪DPM
D and
W = ∪DW
D. The problem is to describe how the strata WD fit together as the
topological type of the domain changes. The gluing method can give the local
“cornered” coordinate chart (or say uniformizer) of the space of domains.
4.1 Gluing the domains
Firstly, we give a short description of the domains of stable connecting orbits and
the structure of moduli space PM 0,k of such open stable curves, which we call P-
stable curves. Following the notion above, we denote such a k-pointed P-stable
curve by (Σ, z) = (Σ, z1, · · · , zk). Recall that Σ is the union of K main components
Σm,i, i = 1, · · · ,K, which are copies of R× [0, 1] and L bubble components Σb,j, j =
1, · · · , L, which are identified with sphere. Such a stable curve is said to be P-
stable if the following things hold. Each Σm,i has two particular segments of line
Li,±∞ ≃ {±∞} × [0, 1]. All main components together form a chain such that
Li,+∞ = Li+1,−∞, i = 1, · · · ,K−1. Sometimes we only write Σm and Σb for a main
and a bubble component if without danger of confusion.
We say a main component Σm of Σ is free if it has no double point, and say a
bubble component Σb of Σ is free if it has at most two double points. In order to get
a stable curve Σs with minimal marked points, we may at first use the “forgetting
marking” procedure to send (Σ, z1, · · · , zk) to Σ
u by ignoring all marked points
zi, i = 1, · · · , k, then add one or two markings on each free bubble component of Σ
u
to make it stable.
We denote by Gm, Gb the automorphism group of Σm and Σb, respectively. Note
that on the free main component, Gm is the group of all R-translations acting on Σm,
and on the free bubble component, Gb is the holomorphic spherical automorphism
group preserving double points of Σb. Note that the automorphism group GΣ of
Σ consists of all holomorphic isomorphisms of Σ after forgetting its marked points,
and it may interchange different components of Σ, we call it the reparameterization
group. It contains Gm and Gb as subgroups.
Two P-stable curves Σ1 and Σ2 are called to be equivalent if there is a home-
omorphism ϕ : Σ1 → Σ2 preserving the marked points and the boundary lines of
all main components such that the restriction of ϕ to each component of Σ1 is a
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holomorphic map. We denote by PM0,k the collection of all equivalence class of k-
pointed P-stable curves with only one main component and no bubble component.
Its stable compactification is denoted by PM0,k, which is just all P-stable curves
defined above. Roughly speaking, we can use the splitting process of main compo-
nents and let some of marked points go together or go to the boundary of R× [0, 1]
symmetrically to obtain PM 0,k from PM0,k.
The topological type of the curve Σ is determined by its number of main compo-
nents and intersection pattern, say IΣ, which pairwisely corresponds to the specific
lines Li,+∞ = Li+1,−∞ in main components and points in the smooth resolution Σ˜
of Σ that correspond just those double points in Σ. There are of course finite many
main components and intersection patterns. We use the notation
I = {IΣ|Σ ∈ PM 0,k}
to describe the collection of all topological types.
PM0,k is stratified according to the topological type IΣ of a curve Σ in a stratum.
We can write
PM 0,k = ∪I∈IPM
I
0,k,
where PM I0,k is the collection of curves with fixed intersection pattern IΣ = I. Each
PM I0,k is a smooth manifold.
The element Σ ∈ PM 0,k will naturally appear as domains of the stable (J,H)-
connecting orbits. We can always start from the case Σs which is Σ equipped with
minimal number of marked points needed for stability. In the bubbling process, the
topological type of domains maybe change, then we will also consider those stable
curves with extra markings.
Now for a fixed I = IΣs and a fixed element Σ ∈ PM
I
0,k, we follow the idea of
Liu-Tian to give a local description of the nearby curves in PM 0,k.
Since Σ = Σs, there is no extra marked point. That is to say, there are at most
two marked points on each component Σl. We denote the double points by dl,k.
So the locations of all double points for the nearby Σ′ can be regarded as a local
coordinate of PM I0,k near Σ. If the double point dl,k lies in the inner part of the
component Σl, we just let αl,k ∈ Dδ(dl,k) be the complex coordinate of the δ-disc
centering at dl,k. If otherwise dl,k lies in the boundary of a main component Σl ≃
R × [0, 1] (certainly dl,k = dl′,k′ maybe simultaneously lie in the bubble component
Σl′), then let αl,k be the complex coordinate of the closed half δ-disc centering at
dl,k, denoted by HDδ(dl,k). From the ϕ-periodicity condition (2) for the solution of
perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equation (1) we know that if bubbling-off occur in the
boundary of a main component Σl, they should appear synchronously on the two
sides of Σl ≃ R× [0, 1] satisfying also a ϕ-periodicity. So if dl,k = (s, {0}) naturally
we have the other double point dl,k′ = (s, {1}) with complex coordinate αl,k′ in the
other closed half δ′-disc centering at dl,k′ . The collection α = (αl,k) is the local
coordinate of PM I0,k near Σ. The corresponding curve is denoted by Σα.
Then for each double point on the nearby curve Σ′ = Σα, corresponding to
two intersecting components Σ′l1 and Σ
′
l2
, we have d′l1,k1 = d
′
l2,k2
. If one double
point, say d′l1,k1 is on the boundary of a main component, we can just temporarily
consider a little larger domain containing Σ′l1 , i.e. with a larger component Σ¯
′
l1
≃
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R× [0− ǫ, 1 + ǫ]2. Then we can set a complex gluing parameter tl1,k1 = tl2,k2 in the
δ-disc centering at the origin of C, and for each pair of lines Li,+∞ = Li+1,−∞ in
two connecting main components Σ′i and Σ
′
i+1, a real gluing parameter τi ∈ [0, δ].
Denote the collection of all parameters by (α, t, τ) = {(αl,k, tl,k, τi)}. Then the
following procedure shows how to get a curve Σ(α,t,τ) with different topological type
from the curve Σ′ = Σα.
For each double point d′l1,k1 = d
′
l2,k2
of Σα with coordinates αl1,k1 and αl2,k2 ,
take complex coordinates zl1,k1 and zl2,k2 in the two discs Dδ′(αl1,k1) ⊂ Σ
′
l1
(or
Σ¯′l1) and Dδ′(αl2,k2) ⊂ Σ
′
l2
respectively. Suppose z = e−2π(r+iθ), then (r, θ) is the
corresponding cylindrical coordinate. We firstly cut off discs
{(rl1,k1 , θl1,k1)| rl1,k1 > −log|tl1,k1 |} in Dδ′(αl1,k1)
and
{(rl2,k2 , θl2,k2)| rl2,k2 > −log|tl2,k2 |} in Dδ′(αl2,k2),
then along their boundaries and according to the formula
θl1,k1 = θl2,k2 + arg(tl1,k1 = tl2,k2),
we glue back the remaining parts of Dδ′(αl1,k1) and Dδ′(αl2,k2). If d
′
l1,k1
is on the
boundary of the main component Σ′l1,k1 , after above gluing procedure we only get
a mid-step curve Σ¯(α,t) with some new larger main component Σ¯(α,t),l1 , one more
thing we should do is to cut off the additional margin of Σ¯(α,t),l1 to obtain a suitable
main component Σ(α,t),l1 .
To use the real parameter τ to glue two connecting main components Σ′i and
Σ′i+1 of Σα along the line Li,+∞ = Li+1,−∞ is much simpler and direct. Let τ
+
i =
τ−i+1, we cut off a strip [
1
τ+
i
,+∞) × [0, 1] in the main component Σ′i and a strip
(−∞, 1
τ−
i+1
] × [0, 1] in Σ′i+1, then we just simply glue the two remaining parts with
identifying the two end lines.
So the resulting curve is just Σ(α,t,τ), which is an element of PM 0,k near Σ. The
parameter (α, t, τ) is a “cornered” coordinate chart of PM0,k near Σ.
We can see that there is an obvious partial order for the collection of various
topological types, i.e. I1 > I if the topological type of ΣI1 can be obtained from
ΣI by above gluing procedure. Moreover, Σα ∈ PM
I
0,k if and only if t = 0 and
τ = 0. Actually, we can get various curves in PM I10,k with I1 > I by setting some of
components of (t, τ) be zero.
• Compactness of stable moduli space
We can define the Gromov-Floer topology, or for simplicity, say weak topology
on the moduli space PM(x˜−, x˜+),
Definition 4.1 A sequence [Σn, vn] = [(v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o] or [Vn], n =
1, · · · ,∞, of stable connecting orbits is said to Gromov-Floer weakly converge to
2We have stated that such double points will appear simultaneously in pair at the two sides of
the boundary, so the following gluing operating will be done simultaneously for the other double
point near the other side of boundary of Σ′l1 .
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a stable connecting orbit [Σ, v] = [(v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o]∞ or [V∞] if there exist
representatives Vn ∈ [Vn] and V∞ ∈ [V∞] with domains Σn and Σ∞ such that
1◦ Σn → Σ∞, as n →∞. This means that ∃ Σ
′
n ∈ PM
IΣn
0,k , Σ
′
∞ ∈ PM
IΣ∞
0,k with
minimal marked points and identification maps φn, φ∞ satisfying Σn = φn(Σ
′
n),
Σ∞ = φ∞(Σ
′
∞) such that when n is sufficiently large Σ
′
n is in the neighborhood of
Σ′∞ and is represented by Σ
′
(αn,tn,τn)
with (αn, tn, τn)→ 0.
2◦ For each compact set K ⊂ Σ′∞\{double points}∪{∪iLi,±∞}, if n is sufficiently
large, let Kn be the corresponding subset of Σ
′
n via gluing in PM 0,k, then (Vn ◦φn)|K
is C∞-convergent to (V∞ ◦ φ∞)|K .
3◦ limn→∞E(Vn) = E(V∞).
Using the same method as in [LT1] (or in [RT] [FO],etc.), we can prove
Theorem 2 PM(x˜−, x˜+) is Hausdorff and compact in the sense of weak topology.
Moreover, if {[Vn]}
∞
n=1 → [V ]∞ in PM(x˜−, x˜+), then E(Vn) → E(V∞) and for
sufficiently large n, µ(Vn,H) = µ(V∞,H).
Remark. Recall the Definition 3.5 we see that each main component vi is the re-
striction of ui = π(u˜i), where u˜i ∈ M(x˜i, x˜i+1) is the lift of a (J,H)-holomorphic
map from the open domain R2, to the strip R× [0, 1]. The Gromov weak compact-
ness arguments of Floer in [F3] are carried out for the special case φ = id, and can
be easily generalized to arbitrary φ to prove the compactness of the moduli space
M(x˜−, x˜+) modulo splitting. Then for our moduli space of stable connecting orbits
PM(x˜−, x˜+), we just need do the same bubbling-off analysis as [LT1] or [FO] re-
stricting on the subset R×[0, 1]. Also we require that the bubble components appear
simultaneously on both sides of the boundary because of the φ-periodicity condition
(2). Here we will not repeat the proof which can be found in the references listed
above.
So the moduli space PM(x˜−, x˜+) is the stable compactification of the moduli
space of connecting orbits M(x˜−, x˜+).
4.2 Small neighborhood of stable moduli space
Following [LT1], with the difference in that our main components are not cylinders
but strips, we give a sketchy description of the deformation of stable orbits under
the topological change of their domains. We firstly consider stable orbits with fixed
intersection pattern, then use the gluing procedure to deal with the stable orbits
with different intersection patterns. Then we get a neighborhood W of PM, which
can be locally uniformized and is a (partially smooth) orbifold.
Each stable orbit (Σ, V ) or V consists of some main components, denoted by Vm,
and some bubble components, denoted by Vb. Each V determines an intersection
pattern DV which is determined by (I) the intersection pattern IΣ of the domain
Σ and (II) the relative homotopy class of each main component Vm fixing its two
end lines Lm,±∞ and the homology class represented by each bubble component Vb.
Recall the definition 3.7 we see that each V ∈ B(x˜−, x˜+) has the so-called effective
intersection pattern DV defined by Liu-Tian[LT1]. In general, in the W
k,p-category,
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we say that an intersection pattern D is effective if D = DV with V being a stable
(J,H)-map. So we can define the energy of each V or D by
E(V ) = E(D = DV ′) = E(V
′), V ′ ∈ PM,
where E(V ′) is defined as (5). If we denote the set of intersection pattern with
bounded energy by De = {D|E(D) ≤ e}, then using the Lemma 3.1 we know that
there are at most finite number of marked points and ghost bubble components,
consequently, the set De is finite.
Thus, according to intersection pattern, we can stratify PM = ∪DPM
D, where
each
PMD(x˜−, x˜+) = {[V ]|V ∈ PM(x˜−, x˜+), DV = D},
and similarly, denote the stratified set ofW k,p-orbits with bounded energy E(V ) ≤ e
by Be = ∪DB
e,D. Since for Given x˜±, the energy E(V ) of any stable connecting orbit
[V ] ∈ PM is bounded, if e is sufficiently large, then PM(x˜−, x˜+) ⊂ B
e(x˜−, x˜+). We
will use Be as the ambient space of PM, after taking an e once for all, we will omit
the superscript and still denote the space by B. We firstly study the space BD with
fixed intersection pattern D and therefore IΣ of their domains.
Since the reparameterization group GΣ is noncompact, we have no nice structure
of BD. While, we will show that near PMD the action GΣ has a good slicing. To
this end, we choose a representative V of [V ] ∈ PMD. Let Vm, m = 1, · · · ,M and
Vb, b = 1, · · · , B be its free main and bubble components. For simplicity, we assume
each main or bubble free component has only one generic marked point, say (0, 12)
and 0, respectively. We take locally a codimension 1 small disc Hm near Vm(0,
1
2)
for each free main component Vm such that Vm|R×{ 1
2
} is transversal to Hm, and a
codimension 2 small disc Hb near Vb(0) for each free bubble component Vb such that
Vb is transversal to Hb at 0. Let
H =
M∏
m=1
Hm ×
B∏
b=1
Hb.
We define the distance in BD (each element has K+L components and d double
points) as ‖V − V ′‖BD =
∑K+L
i=1 ‖Vi − V
′
i ‖k,p +
∑d
j=1 dist(zj − z
′
j), where dist is
the distance function in the domain Σ and the Sobolev number k, p will be taken
carefully so that the W k,p- norm should be stronger than the C1-topology. Now for
a sufficiently small ǫ-neighborhood U˜Dǫ (V ) = {W |‖W − V ‖BD ≤ ǫ} (where the ǫ is
needed small enough so that [W (Σj)] = [V (Σj)] for all j), we can define a slicing
(at least with respect to those group actions of
∏P
m=1Gm) of U˜
D
ǫ (V ) as
U˜Dǫ (V,H) = {W |W ∈ U˜
D
ǫ (V ), Wm(0,
1
2
) ∈ Hm, Wb(0) ∈Hb},
with taking m from 1 to M and b from 1 to B. So the problem is to deal with the
bubble component Vb.
Recall GΣ is the reparameterization group of stable maps. We denote the auto-
morphism group of V by ΓV = {g|g ∈ GΣ, V ◦ g = V }. ΓV is a finite group since V
is stable. And it is generated by the subgroup
∏K
m=1 ΓVm ×
∏L
b=1 ΓVb × ΓI , where
ΓVm,b = {gm,b|Vm,b ◦ gm,b = Vm,b,preserving double points}
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and
ΓI = {g ∈ GΣ| interchanging components of Σ and preserving V }.
If the automorphism group ΓV is trivial, for small enough ǫ, the projection
πV : U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) → W
D which takes the point W to its equivalence class [W ] is
injective, thus [V ] has a neighborhood in WD modeled as an open subset in a
Banach space. If ΓV is nontrivial, that is to say, either some Vb is a multiple covering
sphere or the automorphism interchanges components of Σ, then as in section 2 of
[LT1], we can extend its action to a linear action on U˜Dǫ (V,H) in such a way that a
neighborhood UD[V ] of [V ] in W
D can be identified with the quotient U˜Dǫ (V,H)/ΓV .
For simplicity, we only state how to extend the action of Γ˜V =
∏L
b=1 ΓVb = ΓVb (i.e.
only one bubble component) to U˜Dǫ (V,H). The general case is in principle same.
We denote the set of pre-image points of the bubble component Wb by
W−1b (Wb(0)) = {y1 = 0, y2, · · · , ynb}.
Similar to the Lemma 2.2 in [LT1] with the difference in that maybe some of y′is
is on the boundary of the domain, we can obtain the analogous conclusion that for
sufficiently small ǫ and δ, and for any W ∈ U˜Dǫ (V,H), there exist exactly nb points,
y1(Wb), · · · , ynb(Wb) such that for each i, yi(Wb) is in a δ-disc or half δ-disc centering
at yi (denoted by Dδ(yi) or HDδ(yi)), and
W−1b (Hb) = {y1(Wb), · · · , ynb(Wb)}.
Let gi be the automorphism of S
2 such that gi(y1) = yi, i = 1, · · · , nb, gi(1) = 1,
gi(∞) = ∞, where we choose y1 = 0. For any W ∈ U˜
D
ǫ (V,H), we define an
automorphism of S2 as
gWi : y1 → yi(W ), 1→ 1, ∞→∞.
Let r = mini>m ‖V − V ◦ gi‖. So if ǫ ≪ ǫ1 ≪ r, then W ◦ g
W
i ∈ U˜
D
ǫ1
(V,H) if and
only if i ≤ m. This gives rise to an action of Γ˜V on U˜
D
ǫ1
(V,H):
W ∗ g =W ◦ gW ,
for W ∈ U˜Dǫ1 (V,H), g ∈ Γ˜V .
We also see that for any give two elements W1 and W2 in W ∈ U˜
D
ǫ1
(V,H),
W1 and W2 are equivalent if and only if there exists a g ∈ ΓV such that W1 =
W2 ∗ g. So if we replace U˜
D
ǫ1
(V,H) by the ΓV -invariant subset ∪g∈ΓV g(U˜
D
ǫ (V,H)),
then the action constructed above is a smooth right action on ∪g∈ΓV g(U˜
D
ǫ (V,H)),
and a neighborhood of [V ] in BD is homeomorphic to ∪g∈ΓV g(U˜
D
ǫ (V,H))/ΓV . For
simplicity of notation, we still write the ΓV -invariant subset ∪g∈ΓV g(U˜
D
ǫ (V,H)) as
U˜Dǫ (V,H) if no danger of confusion.
We say the triple (U˜Dǫ (V,H),ΓV , πV ) is a local uniformizer for [V ] inW
D, where
πV is the quotient map. In other words, there exists a neighborhood W
D of PMD
in the space BD of all stable orbits with intersection pattern D which is covered by
local uniformizers (U˜Dǫ (V,H),ΓV , πV ). These uniformizers give the neighborhood
an orbifold structure.
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Now the problem is to describe how the strata WD fit together with topological
change of the domain. We also need the gluing procedure to describe the local
information of a stable orbit V : Σ → M in the full neighborhood W. Assume
the topological type of the domain Σ is I = IΣ. Recall in the last subsection a
δ-neighborhood of the element Σ in PM IΣ0,k can be described by parameters α =
(αl,k) with αl,k ∈ Dδ(dl,k), and when the intersection pattern changes the full δ-
neighborhood of Σ is described by (α, t, τ) with ‖t‖, |τ | ≤ δ, where (t, τ) are the
gluing parameters of the domain. Still from the delicate pre-gluing procedure in
[LT1] we can define the following stable orbits as “base point”
Vα : Σα →M, V(α,t,τ) : Σ(α,t,τ) →M
where Vα is W
k,p-close to V and V(α,t,τ) is the pre-gluing of Vα.
More precisely, we can define Vα = V ◦ψα, where ψα : Σα → Σ is diffeomorphism
defined as follows. Fix a r ≪ δ > 0, define ψα to be identity on Σα \ ∪Dr(dl,k) and
to be rotation of S2 on each Dδ(dl,k) bringing αl,k to dl,k, where for simplicity Dr
and Dδ denote half disc or disc according to whether dl,k is on the boundary or not.
Since r > 2δ, we can naturally assume the image of ψα restricting to Dδ is contained
in Dr. So it is easy to smoothly extend ψα to all Σα. And when δ is small enough,
ψα is smoothly close to identity. Thus, Vα is W
k,p-close to V .
We can apply the very similar method in [LT1] to get the pre-gluing V(α,t,τ) of Vα.
Recall that the domain Σ(α,t,τ) can be derived from Σα by gluing procedure listed
in the last subsection. The difference is in that we consider gluing strips Li,+∞ and
Li+1,−∞ of each pair of connecting main components instead of the annulus used
by Liu-Tian. If there exist double point dl,k in the boundary, there also will be no
trouble, we still can do the pre-gluing procedure firstly for a stable map defined on
a larger domain, then we can restrict the resulting pre-gluing map to our original
domain R× [0, 1].
Also we can easily show that there exists a map
ψ(α,t,τ) : (Σ(α,t,τ), z
∗
1 , · · · , z
∗
k)→ (Σ, z1, · · · , zk),
which is injective outside all small discs contain double points. Then the full neigh-
borhood of V is denoted by U˜ǫ(V,H), which contains all points (Σ(α,t,τ), Vˆ , z
′
1, · · · , z
′
k)
satisfying that Vˆ is ǫ-close to V ◦ ψ(α,t,τ) and each ψ(α,t,τ)(z
′
i) is ǫ-close to zi, where
the parameters (α, t, τ) also vary in a δ-neighborhood.
Then as before we may extend the action of automorphism group ΓV to the ΓV -
invariant set ∪g∈ΓV g(U˜ǫ(V,H)), which is still denoted by U˜ǫ(V,H), for simplicity, if
no danger of confusion. Let Uǫ(V,H) = U˜ǫ(V,H)/ΓV , which can be regarded as a
small neighborhood in W. We just write W =
⋃
V ∈PM UǫV (V,H). Moreover, the
W k,p-topology of W can be generated by Uǫ(V,H). This gives the W an orbifold
structure (c.f. Lemma 2.6 in [LT1]). Also Liu-Tian proved that the so-definedW k,p-
topology is equivalent to the Floer-Gromov weak topology. This implies PM is also
Hausdorff and compact with respect to the strong W k,p topology.
Consequently, we can take a finite union of the covering of W as
{Ui = UǫVi (Vi,H), i = 1, · · · , w},
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and we use U˜i to denote its uniformizer with covering group Γi.
Then we can locally define orbifold bundles Li over U˜i. For each [V ] ∈ Ui, the
fiber Li|[V ] over [V ] consists of all elements of L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM)), V ∈ [V ] modulo
equivalence relation induced by pull-back of sections coming from identificaion of
the domains of Vi, where Λ
0,1(V ∗TM)) is the bundle of (0, 1)-forms on Σ with
respect to the complex structure on Σ and the given compatible almost complex
structure J on (M,ω). Then the local uniformizer L˜i of Li is given by the union of
Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V˜ ∗i TM)), V˜i ∈ U˜i. The Γi also acts on L˜i so that Li = L˜i/Γi. In this
way, we can reinterpret the ∂¯J,H -operator as a collection of Γi-equivariant sections
of these local orbifold bundles (Li, Ui).
More precisely, we will describe the construction in the rest of the section. For
each W ∈ U˜Dǫ (V,H) or U˜ǫ(V,H), the fiber is
L˜D(V )|W = L˜(V )|W = {ξ|ξ ∈ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(W ∗TM))},
where the Lk−1,p-norm is measured with respect to the metric on the domain ΣW =
Σ(α,t,τ) induced by the gluing construction from the metric on Σ that is “spherical”
on Σb and flat on Σm.
For fixed intersection pattern D, L˜D(V ) is a locally trivial Banach bundle over
U˜Dǫ (V,H), and L˜(V ) is locally trivial only when restricted to each stratum U˜
D
ǫ (V,H)
of U˜ǫ(V,H). So the topology of the bundle L˜(V ), when restricted to each stratum
of U˜ǫ(V,H), is well-defined. We will not specify the topology right now, that will be
done in the later gluing construction of virtual cycle. Instead, now we consider the
more relevant following “sub-bundle” L˜Dδ (V ) of L˜
D(V ) without singularity, defined
as
L˜Dδ (V )|W = {ξ|ξ ∈ L˜
D(V )|W , ξ = 0 on each Dδ(dl,k).}
Let U˜Dǫ,δ(V,H) = ∂¯
−1
J,H(L˜
D
δ (V )), then we get a restricted bundle
L˜Dδ (V )→ U˜
D
ǫ,δ(V,H).
If D ≤ D1, then we can move the fiber of L˜
D
δ (V ) over some point in U˜
D
ǫ,δ(V,H),
by parallel transformation, into the fiber of L˜D1δ1 (V ) over a neighborhood of the
given point in U˜D1ǫ,δ1(V,H), when δ1 ≪ δ. All these parallel transformations induce a
topology for the union
L˜0(V ) = ∪D,δL˜
D
δ (V )→ U˜
0
ǫ (V,H) = ∪D,δU˜
D
ǫ,δ(V,H).
The ΓV -actions on U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) and U˜ǫ(V,H) can be lifted to the bundles via pull-
back. Recall UDǫ (V,H) = U˜
D
ǫ (V,H)/ΓV and Uǫ(V,H) = U˜ǫ(V,H)/ΓV , we denote
the orbifold bundles over them by LD(V ) = L˜D(V )/ΓV and L(V ) = L˜(V )/ΓV ,
respectively.
With the above construction can see that the ∂¯J,H -operator gives rise to a ΓV -
equivariant section of the bundle L˜(V ) → U˜ǫ(V,H), it is smooth on each stratum
U˜Dǫ (V,H), and continuous when restricted to L˜
0(V ) → U˜0ǫ (V,H). We still denote
the section by ∂¯J,H . The zero sets ∂¯
−1
J,H(0) in U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) and U˜ǫ(V,H) are just
U˜Dǫ (V,H) ∩ PM
D(J,H, x˜−, x˜+)
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and
U˜ǫ(V,H) ∩ PM(J,H, x˜−, x˜+).
Thus, we consider W as a multi-fold which is a partially smooth space—space
with two topologies, which will be defined in the next section.
5 Abstract settings
All arguments in this section can be found in [LT1] and [M2], just for reader’s
convenience we give some related definitions and notations used later .
5.1 Partially smooth space and branched pseudomanifold
Definition 5.1 A Hausdorff space Y is said to be partially smooth if it is the image
of a continuous bijection iY : Ysm → Y , where Ysm is a finite union of open disjoint
subsets, each of which is a smooth Banach manifold.
We consider the collection of all partially smooth spaces as objects of a category,
and a morphism is a continuous map f : Y → X between two objects such that the
induced map f : Ysm → Xsm is smooth, say a partially smooth map. We see such
Y is stratified, the strata that are open subsets of Y are called top strata.
Definition 5.2 A pseudomanifold of dimension d is a compact partially smooth
space Y such that a component Ysm is an oriented smooth d-dimensional manifold
which is mapped by iY onto a dense open subset Y
top of Y , and the dimensions of
all other components of Ysm are no larger than d− 2.
We denote by Y sing = Y − Y top for the image of those lower dimensional submani-
folds. The following object is more general.
Definition 5.3 A branched pseudomanifold Y of dimension d (without boundary)
is a compact partially smooth space such that its components have at most dimension
d. We denote the components of dimension d by Mi, those of dimension d − 1 by
Bj , and write
Y top =
⋃
i
Mi, B =
⋃
j
Bj, Y
sing = Y − (Y top ∪B).
Especially, we assume that for each i the set Mi ∪j∈Ji Bj (j ∈ Ji if the closure of
Mi in Y meets Bj) has the structure of smooth manifold with boundary which is
compatible with its two topologies. And we assume B¯j −Bj ⊂ Y
sing. We call B the
branched locus. A branched d-pseudomanifold with boundary is defined similarly, but
some d− 1 dimensional components of ∂Mi are not any of the branched locus. We
denote the union of such d− 1 dimensional components by ∂Y .
In order to construct the virtual cycle, we need a suitable labeling of the top
components.
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Definition 5.4 We say a branched pseudomanifold Y (with or without boundary)
is labeled if its top components Mi are oriented and have positive rational labeling
λi ∈ Q satisfying that for each x ∈ B, if we pick an orientation of TxB, and divide
the components Mi which have x in their closure into two groups I
+, I− according to
whether the chosen orientation on TxB agrees with the boundary orientation, then∑
i∈I+ λi =
∑
j∈I− λj.
In particular, if Y is of dimension zero, it is a collection of oriented labeled points,
and there is no compatibility condition at the branch locus since it is empty.
If a compact branched pseudomanifold Y of dimension d is labeled as above, then
McDuff [M2] in the following Lemma showed that it can be regarded as a (relative)
cycle which represents a (relative) rational class.
Lemma 5.1 Let Y be a (closed, oriented) branched and labelled pseudomanifold of
dimension d. Then every partially smooth map f from Y to a closed manifold X
defines a rational class f∗([Y ]) ∈ Hd(X).
Proof. Let Z be a smooth manifold of dimension complementary to Y and g : Z → X
be a smooth map. Then we can jiggle g so that it doesn’t meet f(Y sing) and so that
it meets ∪f(Mi) transversally in a finite number of points. We then define
f · g =
∑
i
δiλi,
where δi = +1 or −1 for i ∈ I
+ or I−. One can check this number is independent
of jiggling. Then we can define f∗([Y ]) to be the unique rational class such that the
intersection number
f∗([Y ]) · g∗([Z]) = f · g, for all g : Z → X.
So we can look Y as a cycle. ✷
If Y is of dimension 1 with boundary, then from the way of labeling we see that
the oriented number of its boundary is zero. More precisely, let x ∈ ∂Y ∩Mi, and
denote by −→v i ∈ TxM the outward unit normal vector. This vector together with
the orientation of Mi determines a sign
δi =
{
+1, if −→v i is positively oriented,
−1, if −→v i is negatively oriented.
Then for each boundary point we define a number
ρ(x) =
∑
x∈Mi
δiλi.
D. Salamon proved the following result [S]
Lemma 5.2 Let (Y, λ) be a compact oriented, branched, and labeled 1-pseudomanifold
with boundary. For each x ∈ ∂M we have a rational number ρ(x) defined above.
Then ∑
x∈∂M
ρ(x) = 0.
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Another point is that, as much as possible, we are trying to avoid specifying
exactly how the strata of Ysm fit together. If Y is branched then one does need
some information of the normal structure to the codimension 1 components, but
one can often get away without any other restrictions. However, later we will need
to consider the intersection of two partially smooth spaces, and in order for this to
be well-behaved one does need more structure. This is the reason for the following
definition.
Definition 5.5 We will say that a partially smooth space Y has normal cones if
every stratum S in Y has a neighborhood N(S) in Y whose induced stratification is
that of a cone bundle over a link. More precisely, there is a commutative diagram
N(S)sm −→ N(S)
π′ ↓ π ↓ (6)
Ssm −→ S
where the maps π′ and π are oriented locally trivial fibrations with fiber equal to
a cone over a link L. Here L is partially smooth, and the cone C(L) is just the
quotient L× [0, 1]/L× 0, stratifed so that it is the union of the vertex (the image of
L × 0) with the product strata in Lsm × (0, 1]. Moreover each stratum in N(S)sm
projects onto the whole of S and so is a locally trivial bundle over S with fiber equal
to a component of C(S)sm. In particular, we identify S with the section of N(S)
given by the vertices of the cones.
This definition implies that any stratum S′ whose closure intersects S must
contain the whole of S in its closure. In fact, near S it must look like the cone
over some stratum of Lsm. Any finite dimensional Whitney stratified space has this
normal structure. For example, any finite dimensional orbifold has a stratification
such that the isomorphism class of the automorphism group Γx at the point x is
constant as x varies over each stratum, and it is easy to see that this stratification
has normal cones as defined here. It is also not hard to use arguments similar to
those in last subsection to show that the neighborhood W of PM in the space of
all stable maps has normal cones with respect to the fine stratification.
5.2 Multi-fold, multi-bundle, and multi-section
Now still following [M2], we introduce the concept of multi-fold which is a general-
ization of orbifold. It can be considered as atlas (or covering) of a spaceW with two
topologies that locally is an orbifold in the partially smooth category, in which the
inclusions that relate one uniformizer to another in an orbifold are replaced by fiber
products used by Liu-Tian, also they consider the fiber product as a certain kind
of “global uniformizer”. We then show the definition of multi-sections of a multi-
bundle over a multi-fold. All maps, spaces and group actions considered below are
in this partially smooth category.
Suppose that a space W is a finite union of open sets Ui, i = 1, · · ·w, each
with uniformizers (U˜i,Γi, πi) with the following properties. Each Γi is a finite group
acting on U˜i and the projection πi is the composite of the quotient map U˜i → U˜i/Γi
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with an identification U˜i/Γi = Ui. The inverse image in U˜i of each stratum in Ui is
an open subset of a (complex) Banach space on which Γi acts complex linearly. For
simplicity, we will assume that Γi acts freely on the points of the top strata in U˜i,
and that the isomorphism class of the stabilizer subgroup Stabi(x˜i) of Γi is fixed as
x˜i varies over a stratum of U˜i, where the Stabi(x˜i) is the subgroup of Γi that fixes
x˜i.
For each subset I = {i1, · · · , ip} of {1, · · · , w} set UI = ∩j∈IUj, and U∅ = ∅. Let
N = {I| UI 6= ∅}. For I ∈ N , denote ΓI =
∏
j∈I Γj .
Definition 5.6 The fiber product of those U˜j, j ∈ I is
U˜I = {x˜I = (x˜j)j∈I | πj(x˜j) = πl(x˜l) ∈ UI , for all j, l ∈ I}
which is contained in
∏
j∈I U˜j with the two topologies induced from
∏
j∈I U˜j .
Since it is easy to see ΓI acts on U˜I , the quotient U˜I/ΓI ≃ UI . Denote the projection
by πI : U˜I → UI . Note that U˜I , UI are also partially smooth spaces. And the
isomorphism class of the stabilizer subgroup
StabI(x˜I) =
∏
j∈I
Stabj(x˜j)
of x˜I in ΓI is constant on each stratum, and trivial at points of top strata. Roughly
speaking, we can consider the fiber product as a substitute for
⋂
j∈I U˜j . The topo-
logical structure can be understood in terms of notions local component and desin-
gularization defined by Liu-Tian [LT2].
More precisely, Given a point x˜I ∈ U˜I , choose i0 ∈ I and a small open neighbor-
hood N˜ of x˜i0 ∈ U˜i0 . Then a neighborhood of x˜I in U˜I can be identified with the
set
{(Υj ◦ ιji0(y˜))i∈I : y˜ ∈ N˜ , Υi0 = id, Υj ∈ Stabj(ιji0(y˜)), j 6= i0}.
It is a finite union of sets N˜Υ(x˜I), where each element Υ is in the group
StabI−i0(x˜I) =
∏
j∈I−i0
Stabj(x˜j).
In the partially smooth category, each such set is homeomorphic to N˜ . It is clear
that the germs at x˜I of the sets N˜Υ(x˜I) are independent of the choices of i0 and N˜ ,
as is the isomorphism class of the “reduced” group Stab′I(x˜I) = StabI−i0(x˜I). These
germs are called the local components of U˜I at x˜I , denoted by 〈N˜Υ(x˜I)〉. Since the
points x˜I in the top strata have trivial stabilizer groups, they only have a single
local component. Then the “desingularization” ÛI of U˜I is defined to be the union
of all such local components
ÛI = {(x˜I , 〈N˜Υ(x˜I)〉) : x˜I ∈ U˜I , Υ ∈ Stab
′
I(x˜I)}.
We can topologize the desingularization ÛI so that a germ of neighborhood contained
in ÛI at the point (x˜I , 〈N˜Υ(x˜I)〉) is homeomorphic to the local component 〈N˜Υ(x˜I)〉
itself. So the projection
proj : ÛI → U˜I
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is locally a homeomorphism onto its image. Since locally ÛI is homeomorphic to
the initial sets U˜i, the extra singularities of U˜I , introduced by constructing the fiber
product, are of no trouble.
If J = (j1, · · · , jq) ⊂ I = (i1, · · · , ip), there are two natural projections
πIJ : U˜I → U˜J = U˜I/ΓI−J , λ
I
J : ΓI → ΓJ ,
induced from the corresponding projection
∏
ik∈I
U˜ik →
∏
jl∈J
U˜jl such that πJ◦π
I
J =
ιIJ ◦ πI , where ι
I
J is the inclusion UI →֒ UJ . We see that if π
I
J(y˜I) = x˜J is in a top
stratum, then (πIJ)
−1 has |ΓI−J | points.
Let {VI} be a open cover ofW such that VI ⊂ UI for each I. From the example
4.10 in [M2] we know that in general the sets Vj , j = 1, · · · , w, no longer cover W.
Then we define V˜I ⊂ U˜I to be the inverse image of VI under the map π : U˜I → UI .
So ΓI acts on V˜I and we still write the quotient map as π : V˜I → VI ≃ V˜I/ΓI . We
define the projection πIJ : V˜I → V˜J as the restriction of the projection π
I
J above
with domain (πIJ)
−1(V˜J).
Definition 5.7 A multi-fold atlas for W is a collection
V˜ = {(V˜I ,ΓI , π
I
J , λ
I
J ), I ∈ N}.
The W with such an atlas is called a multi-fold.
The motivation of considering such an atlas V˜ or a subcover {VI} of {UI} is in that
in general (especially, in our application that W is a neighborhood of stable moduli
space PM) the suitable chosen {Vi} will have simpler overlaps rather than {Ui}
and when the sets Ui overlap too much there are no non-equivariant multi-sections
which will be defined below. Since perturbation in the class of equivariant sections
is not sufficient to realize regularity, we hope to obtain non-equivariant ones.
We now introduce the concept of multi-bundle. Let E =
⋃
iEi be a space with
two topologies, and a map p : E → W with the property that each set Ei = p
−1(Ui)
has a local uniformizer (E˜i,Γi,Πi) such that the following diagram commutes
E˜i
−→
Πi Ei
p˜ ↓ p ↓ (7)
U˜i −→πi Ui.
And the map p˜ : E˜i → U˜i is required to be Γi-equivariant such that its restriction
to each stratum of U˜i is a locally trivial vector bundle. Then the fiber F˜ (x˜i) of p˜
at each point x˜i is a vector space, but with no natural identification of two different
fibers if they are over points in different strata. We denote by E˜I the restriction to
V˜I of the fiber product of the E˜i, i ∈ I, over U˜I .
We suppose that the orbifold structure on W can lift to one on E , then E had
the same local structure as W. As above, we define a multi-fold atlas E˜ = {E˜I} for
E . More precisely, the elements of the fiber F˜ (x˜I) of E˜I at x˜I ∈ V˜I are (x˜i, v˜i)i∈I ,
where v˜i ∈ F˜ (x˜i), and for all j, l ∈ I,
Πj(v˜j) = Πl(v˜l) ∈ EI .
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Also we can get the desingularization
ÊI → V̂I
of E˜I → V˜I , which is an honest vector bundle since locally it has the same structure
as the maps E˜i → U˜i, i ∈ I. Thus E˜I → V˜I is a finite union of vector bundles with
each fiber being a finite union of vector spaces.
Definition 5.8 We say that the map p˜ : E˜ → V˜ constructed above is a multi-bundle
with respect to the multi-fold atlas defined in the Definition 5.7.
Now, we come to the definition ofmulti-section of the multi-bundle p˜ : E˜ → V˜.
Intuitively we consider it as a compatible collection {s˜I} of multi-valued sections.
That is to say, we have a nonempty finite subset s˜I(x˜I) of F˜I(x˜I) for each point
x˜I ∈ V˜I . In our application, it is enough to consider multi-sections that are single-
valued when lifted to the desingularization ÊI → V̂I . We assume that there exist
sections sˆI : V̂I → ÊI such that
s˜I(x˜I) = {proj ◦ sˆI(xˆI , 〈N˜Υ(xˆI)〉) : Υ ∈ Stab
′
I(xˆI)}.
Note that when I = {j} the section s˜j = sˆj is a single-valued section of the bundle
E˜j → U˜j which is maybe non-equivariant. And when x˜I is in the top stratum the
set s˜I(x˜I) has only one element in F˜I(x˜I).
Let J ⊂ I, recall there is projection ΠIJ : E˜I → E˜J . For a multi-section s˜J
we define its pullback (ΠIJ)
−1(s˜J) to be a multi-valued section so that each x˜I is
associated with the full inverse image (ΠIJ)
−1(s˜J(x˜J)) where x˜J = π
I
J(x˜I). Then the
compatibility condition requires that
s˜I |(πI
J
)−1(V˜J )
= (ΠIJ )
∗s˜J . (8)
It is easy to see that if for all local bundles p˜ : E˜i → U˜i a family of Γi-equivariant
sections s˜i are compatible, then the multi-bundle E˜ → V˜ has a multi-section. In
our application the ∂¯J,H operator is such an example. However, because of the
appearance of multi-covered spheres with negative Chern class, perturbations of the
Cauchy-Riemann equations in the equivariant class can not regularize the (stable)
moduli space. Therefore, we have to consider a method of extending non-equivariant
multi-valued sections of bundles E˜i → U˜i to multi-sections of E˜ → V˜, such that they
can be regarded as global perturbations of the ∂¯J,H operator. Actually, if we choose
a “good” subcover {VI} of {UI} which do not overlap too much, the extension is
possible. The following lemma shows the existence of such a good {VI}, it is taken
from [LT1] and [M2]. The notation A ⊂⊂ B means that the closure of A is contained
in B.
Lemma 5.3 Given a finite open covering {Ui, i = 1, · · · , N} of a compact subset
PM of W and UI is defined as above, then there are open subsets U
0
i ⊂⊂ Ui and
VI ⊂ UI satisfying (i)PM⊂ ∪iU
0
i , PM⊂ ∪IVI ; (ii) If i ∈/ I, U
0
i ∩VI = ∅; (iii) if
VI ∩VJ 6= ∅ then I ⊂ J or J ⊂ I.
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Proof. For n = 0, 1, · · · , N choose open coverings {Uni }, {W
n
i } of PM satisfying
U0i ⊂⊂W
1
i ⊂⊂ U
1
i ⊂⊂W
2
i ⊂⊂ · · · ⊂⊂ U
N
i = Ui.
Then, let κ = |I|, we define
VI =W
κ
I −
⋃
J :|J |>κ
Closure of Uκ+1J .
All properties hold obviously. ✷
By shrinkingW, we may supposeW = ∪iU
0
i = ∪IVI . For a multi-bundle E˜ → V˜
as above, we assume that for some j we have a section σ(j) : U˜j → E˜j of the bundle
E˜j → U˜j with support in U˜
0
j . Then, for each I if j ∈/ I, we can define s˜(j)I to be the
zero section of E˜I → V˜I and, otherwise, we can define s˜(j)I to be the restriction to
V˜I of the pullback to U˜I of the graph of σ(j). This induces a multi-section s˜(j) of
E˜ → V˜, j = 1, 2, · · · , w. That is to say, choosing suitable covers {U0i } and {VI} as
in the lemma 5.3, it is always possible to construct a multi-section. In applications,
we need the section σ(j) satisfies some generic conditions and require the boundary
of the support of σ(j) is a union of strata (c.f. [M2]). In the next section we will use
a form of s˜ = ∂¯J,H +
∑
j s˜(j) with generic perturbation term to define a Fredholm
multi-section which is transversal to zero section and derive the virtual moduli cycle.
5.3 Constructing the virtual cycle
Here, we will construct a branched pseudomanifold from the multi-section defined
above, that is just the virtual cycle.
In the following, we always take the cover {VI} as in the lemma 5.3. In the
partially smooth category we also have a similar definition of Fredholm system as
the Definition 1.1. For each I, we denote by gr(s˜I) for the graph of the section
which is the union
⋃
x˜I∈V˜I
s˜I(x˜I), we always require the graph is an object and
the projection gr(s˜I) → V˜I is a morphism in the partially smooth category. This
amounts to requiring that for each j ∈ I the gr(s˜j) has a stratification which is
compatible with the projection to V˜j and is preserved by the action of the group
Γj such that the rank of the stabilizer is constant on strata (after refining of the
stratification of V˜I). Let E˜ , V˜,W are defined as above, s˜ is a multi-section of E˜ → V˜
Definition 5.9 A system (E˜ , V˜,W, s˜,N ) is called to be a transverse Fredholm sys-
tem with index d if the following hold
1) For each I ∈ N , s˜I is a Fredholm section, gr(s˜I) intersects transversally with
the zero section of E˜I → V˜I in a d-dimensional pseudomanifold Z˜I , which is also
stratified with top stratum coincides with its intersections with the top stratum of
V˜I .
2) The union ZW = ∪IπI(Z˜I) is compact inW. s˜ is called a Fredholm multi-section.
3) If the top strata of Z˜I are oriented, then all orientations are preserved under the
partially defined projections πIJ .
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When we generically perturb the section over the stratified spaces we work in-
ductively over the strata. If s˜I is perturbed over one stratum so that it is transverse
to the zero section there, we need to extend this perturbation to nearby strata,
and hence we need information on how that strata fit together. While McDuff [M2]
showed that if there are suitable normal cones defined in Definition 5.5, for obtaining
a Fredholm multi-section, it is sufficient to perturb gr(s˜)I so that the intersection
of each stratum S′ of gr(s˜)I with a stratum S of V˜I is transverse inside p˜
−1(S)
which is a stratum of E˜I . In application, Liu-Tian [LT1] also proved that they can
get a transverse Fredholm multi-section ∂¯νJ,H of some multi-bundle over the space of
stable (J,H) maps by choosing perturbations in finite vector spaces RI .
Then we should assemble all the local zero sets Z˜I into a closed branched labeled
pseudomanifold Y which projects onto ZW . For each I, we choose a manifold with
boundary V′I ⊂ VI so that all V
′
I cover W. Let Y˜I = Z˜I ∩ π
−1
I (V
′
I). Here Y˜I is a
closed pseudomanifold and is given the obvious first topology, and the components
of (Y˜I)sm either lie on its boundary (i.e. in π
−1
I (∂V
′
I), or are the intersections of
strata in Z˜I with its interior. In order for there to be such a stratification, it suffices
that the stratification of W can be refined so that each boundary ∂(V′I) is a union
of strata. Thus the boundaries ∂(V′I) must intersect transversally and be in general
position with respect to the original strata of W. Strictly speaking, one can arrange
this for generalW only in the presence of suitable normal cones. If one can find such
sets Y˜I we will say that they form a shrinking of the Z˜I . Thus, we have stratified
the Y˜I so that their only codimension 1 strata lie in the boundary ∂(V
′
I). These will
correspond to the branching locus of Y .
We then construct a topological space Y such that there are continuous maps∐
I
Y˜I −→ Y −→ ZW ,
where Y consists of points [y] which are the equivalence classes under the equivalence
relation given by
x˜I ∼ y˜J , if J ⊂ I, π
I
J(x˜I) = y˜J .
The first topology on Y is the quotient topology, and the strata of its second
(smooth) topology are formed by the images of strata in the Y˜I , subdivided if
necessary. It will be convenient to refine the stratifications of the Y˜I so that the
projections qI : Y˜I → Y take strata to strata. This introduces new codimension 1
strata in the Y˜I coming from the boundaries of the Y˜K for I ⊂ K.
In order to define a cycle, we still need a suitable labeling of the top components,
i.e. to define a positive rational labeling function. For a top stratum S lying the
image of qI : Y˜I → Y , we define
λI([y]) =
|{q−1I ([y])}|
|ΓI |
, [y] ∈ S,
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set or group. McDuff proved the following
result, for the reader’s convenience we restate her proof.
Proposition 5.1 Under the setting as above the labeling function λI descends to a
function λ on Y , and (Y, λ) can be regarded as a compact labeled branched pseudo-
manifold as is defined in Definition 5.4.
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Proof. Since for J ⊂ I and y ∈ qI(Y˜I) ∩ qJ(Y˜J), s˜I is the pull-back of s˜J over
(πIJ )
−1(V˜J ) such that
|{q−1I ([y])}| = |{q
−1
J ([y])}| · |ΓI−J |,
and |ΓI | = |ΓJ | · |ΓI−J |, we see that λI([y]) = λJ([y]), thus we get a function λ on
Y .
To check the branching condition in Definition 5.4 on the codimension 1 compo-
nents of Y , we have to understand how the generating equivalence x˜I ∼ y˜J , J ⊂ I,
effect on such condition. Note first that a class [y] lies in a codimension 1 stratum
Bl in Y , if for one K the representatives of [y] in Y˜K lie on the boundary stratum
BK and if for all other J the representatives in Y˜J lie in the interior of Y˜J . We
call the side of BK that meets the interior of Y˜K the positive side, and denote by
{S+K,α} for the set of all top strata in Y˜K whose closures contain representative of
[y]. For all other J , we denote by {S±J,α} for the set of all top strata in Y˜J containing
representative of [y], with sign assigned in the obvious way. By the Lemma 5.3, the
intersection Iy = J ∩K is nonempty and everything is essentially pulled back from
V˜Iy . For instance, two strata in {S
+
J,α} are identified in Y if and only if they have
the same image in V˜Iy . Therefore, we only consider the effect of inclusions of the
form Iy ⊂ I on the branching condition. We distinguish three cases: i) K 6= Iy or
I; ii) K = I; iii) K = Iy.
For case i), assume J is either Iy or I, there is a bijective correspondence be-
tween the components {S+J,α} and {S
−
J,α} on both sides that commutes with the
identifications coming from the equivalence ∼. So the labelings are the same on
both sides.
For case ii), each stratum in {S+K,α} is mapped bijectively by π
k
iY
onto a stratum
in {S+Iy,α}, and each of the latter strata is covered exactly |ΓK−Iy | times. Also both
sides of B in Y are the same and no real branching occurs either.
For case iii), the situation is different. The components in {S+I,α} are identified
via πIK with components in {S
+
K,α}, while no identification is put on the components
{S+I,α} on the other side. Since π
I
K is |ΓI−K | to 1, |ΓI−K | components on the negative
side of B in Y will correspond to each component on the positive side. One can
check that the sum of labels on both sides is the same. ✷
Recall that such a d-dimensional branched pseudomanifold Y can be considered
as a cycle in the sense that every partially smooth map f from Y to a closed manifold
X defines a rational class f∗([Y ]) ∈ Hd(X), say virtual cycle (c.f. Lemma 5.1 or
[M2]).
6 Transversality.
Let us come back to our problem. In order to apply arguments showed above to our
case of moduli space of stable connecting orbits, we need firstly construct a transverse
Fredhlom system from PM(x˜−, x˜+) ⊂ B(x˜−, x˜+) as defined in the Definition 5.9.
Because of the possibility of bubbling-off multiple covered holomorphic spheres with
negative first Chern class in a connecting orbit u ∈ M(x˜−, x˜+), even for generic
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pair (J,H), the linearized map Du in general does not be surjective. However, one
can show that under a locally non-equivariant perturbation of the ∂¯J,H -operator
constricted in a small neighborhood Uǫ in the ambient space B(x˜−, x˜+), denoted
by ∂¯J,H + ν, the regularity will hold. For instance, for defining the classical Floer
homology for some chain complex generated by nondegenerate periodic solutions of
Hamiltonian flow, Liu-Tian (c.f. section 3 in [LT1]) showed the full details to realize
the regularization by non-equivariant perturbations, and define the local virtual
moduli space Mνǫ which has the expected dimension. Since the only difference
between in our case and in the classical one is that the boundary condition (2) is
related to a symplectomorphism φ, which may not be identity, i.e. the solutions x±
are unnecessarily periodic, and this difference has little effect on all the process of
construction, we then only give a sketchy and suggestive description below.
For any two x˜−, x˜+ ∈ Crit(F ), we suppose that the unparameterized stable orbit
[V ] connecting x˜− and x˜+. Recall (U˜
D
ǫ (V,H),ΓV , πV ) is a local uniformizer for [V ]
in WD, and denote U˜ǫ(V,H) = ∪DU˜
D
ǫ (V,H) with automorphism group ΓV , and we
saw that Uǫ(V,H) = U˜ǫ(V,H)/ΓV can be regarded as a small neighborhood of [V ]
in W =
⋃
[V ]∈PMUǫV (V,H) which is a covering of PM(x˜−, x˜+).
We then define locally the bundles E˜D(V ) and E˜(V ) over U˜Dǫ (V,H) and U˜ǫ(V,H)
as follows. For each Vˆ ∈ U˜Dǫ (V,H) or U˜ǫ(V,H), the fiber is
F
Vˆ
= {ξ|ξ ∈ Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(Vˆ ∗TM))},
where the Lk−1,p norm is suitably introduced by gluing process from the metric on
the domain. We can see that for fixed D, E˜D(V ) is a locally trivial Banach bundle
over U˜Dǫ (V,H). So the topology of E˜(V ) is well-defined when restricted to each
stratum of U˜Dǫ (V,H). As we claimed before, the ∂¯J,H -operator can be considered
as a ΓV -equivariant section of the bundle E˜(V ) → U˜ǫ(V,H), it is smooth on each
stratum U˜Dǫ (V,H). The zero sets ∂¯
−1
J,H(0) in U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) and U˜ǫ(V,H) are projected
to
PMD(x˜−, x˜+) ∩ U
D
ǫ (V,H) ⊂ B
D(x˜−, x˜+)
and
PM(x˜−, x˜+) ∩ Uǫ(V,H) ⊂ B(x˜−, x˜+),
respectively.
We first consider those [V ] with fixed intersection pattern D. We can define
a coordinate chart of U˜Dǫ (V,H) and a trivialization of E˜
D(V ). First, for fixed
parameter α with intersection pattern D, we assume xl,j is the added marked point
of a component Σlα of Σα, and we denote the tangent space of Hl,j at xl,j by Hl,j.
Recall the fact that we are restricting to a slice for the action of reparametrization
group, we define the space
Lk,p(V ∗αTM,H) = {ξ = ξα|ξ ∈ L
k,p(V ∗αTM), ξl(xl,j) ∈ Hl,j},
and the set
Wαǫ = {ξ ∈ L
k,p(V ∗αTM,H), ‖ξ‖k,p < ǫ}.
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It is a smooth coordinate chart for U˜αǫ1(Vα,H) near Vα for ǫ≪ ǫ1. SoWǫ = ∪α∈DW
α
ǫ
is the coordinate chart for U˜Dǫ1 (V,H). In fact, if we denote
Λǫ = {α| α ∈ D, ‖α‖ < ǫ},
the Wǫ has a splitting W
α=0
ǫ × Λǫ which can be regarded as the local coordinate of
U˜Dǫ1 (V,H).
As the standard method (c.f. [MS][LT1]), we can get a trivialization of the
bundle E˜α(V ) and E˜D(V ), we denote the trivialization by
γD : U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) × L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM))→ E˜D(V ).
Under these local charts and trivialization, for fixed α, we can write the section
∂¯J,H : U˜
α
ǫ (V,H)→ E˜
α(V )
as a nonlinear map
Sα : W
0
ǫ → L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM)).
Then the problem of transversality is to consider whether its linearized map is sur-
jective. In particular, if ǫ is sufficiently small, we only need to componentwise deal
with the operator
Tl = DSα=0(0) : L
k,p(V ∗l TM,H)→ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗l TM)),
which is a linear elliptic operator, it is also a Fredholm operator which can be
proved via standard arguments (c.f.[MS]). While it is not surjective in general duo
to the appearing of multiple covered bubble sphere with negative first Chern class.
However, the cokernel Kl = Kl(V ) of Tl is finite dimensional.
3 Let K = ⊕Ll=1Kl,
then Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM)) = K ⊕ Im(T ). On each main component, for generic
pair (J,H), Tm is surjective, so we only deal with bubble components. Then
Liu-Tian in [LT1] showed the method of enlarging the domain of T to realize
surjectivity. Roughly speaking, we can define a finite dimensional vector space
R ⊂ Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM)) such that the new linear map
T ⊕ I : Lk,p(V ∗l TM,H)⊕R→ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗l TM))
is surjective and the kernel of it is the same as the kernel of T , where I : R →
Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗l TM)) is inclusion.
Then we can extend R over U˜0ǫ (V,H) and U˜
D
ǫ (V,H) with D = D(f). Thus
when ‖α‖ are small enough, we can get R(V ) ⊂ Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗αTM)). If dimR = r,
then we obtained a r-dimensional vector bundle R over U˜Dǫ (V,H). Also we have a
surjective linear map
Tα ⊕ Iα : L
k,p(V ∗αTM,H)⊕R(Vα)→ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗αTM)).
3For later extending Kl to a vector bundle over U˜ǫ(V,H), we may assume its vectors vanish at
each bubble point (c.f.[LT1]).
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Consequently, by implicit function theorem we know that the following moduli space
M˜DR,ǫ(x˜−, x˜+) = {Vˆ | Vˆ ∈ U˜
D
ǫ (V,H), ∂¯J,H Vˆ ∈ R}
is a smooth manifold of dimension r + µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1.
When we consider the changes of the topological type of the domains, we use
the gluing parameter (t, τ) introduced in subsection 4.2. Similarly, for a fixed pa-
rameter (α, t, τ), we can define W
(α,t,τ)
ǫ as a coordinate chart of U˜
(α,t,τ)
ǫ (V,H), the
trivialization of the bundle E˜(α,t,τ) → U˜
(α,t,τ)
ǫ (V,H), and under the coordinate and
trivialization we can regard the ∂¯J,H section of this bundle as a nonlinear map
S(α,t,τ) : W
(α,t,τ)
ǫ → L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM)),
whose linearized map
T(α,t,τ) = DS(α,t,τ)(0) : L
k,p(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM,H)→ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM))
is a Fredholm operator. And we can define a finite dimensional subspace R(α,t,τ) =
R(V(α,t,τ)) ⊂ L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM)) and embedding I such that the operator
T ⊕ I : Lk,p(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM,H)⊕R(α,t,τ) → L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM))
Then the critical thing is to show that when the parameters change in a small
neighborhood
Λδ = {(α, t, τ)| ‖(α, t, τ)‖ < δ},
one can still find R(α,t,τ) and a partially smooth family of embedding I(α,t,τ) such
that the linearized operator
T(α,t,τ) ⊕ I(α,t,τ) : L
k,p(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM,H)⊕ R(α,t,τ) → L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM))
is surjective, i.e. with uniform estimates for its right inverse as (α, t, τ) varies in the
sufficiently neighborhood Λδ.
In order to get the desired uniform estimate, Liu-Tian (c.f. section 3 in [LT1])
used some exponential weighted equivalent norms ‖ · ‖χ;k,p on L
k,p(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM,H)
and Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗(α,t,τ)TM)). The same argument can apply to our case, and we can
similarly prove that there exists a right inverse G of T(α,t,τ)⊕ I(α,t,τ) and a constant
c = c(V ) depending only on V such that for sufficiently small δ, (α, t, τ) ∈ Λδ, we
have
‖G(α,t,τ)ξ‖χ;k,p < c(V )‖ξ‖χ;k,p
for ∀ ξ ∈ Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V(α,t,τ))). That is equivalent to say, if we shrink U˜ǫ(V,H) to
be a sufficiently small neighborhood, then there exists a uniformly bounded family
of right inverses to T
Vˆ
⊕ I
Vˆ
as Vˆ varies in U˜ǫ(V,H). And in this small neighborhood
U˜ǫ(V,H), we can identify R(α,t,τ) with RV = R(0,0,0).
Then we can define
O = O
U˜ǫ(V,H)
= U˜ǫ(V,H)×RV
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and a projection
P : O → U˜ǫ(V,H),
for the pullback bundle P ∗(E˜V )→ U˜ǫ(V,H)×RV , we can construct a section as
4
s(Vˆ , ν) = ∂¯J,H(Vˆ ) + IVˆ (ν), (9)
where ν ∈ RV . From the construction above, its linearized operator is surjective at
all points (Vˆ , ν) ∈ O. Then by using some variant of gluing as in subsection 3.3 of
[LT1] one can see that the zero set s−1(0) is a open partially smooth pseudomanifold
of dimension r + µrel(x˜−, x˜+), whose components are the intersections of s
−1(0)
with each stratum U˜Dǫ (V,H). So we obtain a new transverse Fredholm system
(P ∗(E˜V ),O, s). Since RV is finite dimensional, the Sard-Smale theorem (c.f. [MS])
says that for generic ν ∈ RV we have a transverse Fredholm section
sν : E˜V → U˜ǫ(V,H),
satisfying s = P ∗(sν). Then we denote its zero set by Z˜νV = (s
ν)−1(0) and so we
have
Proposition 6.1 For generic ν ∈ RV , the section s
ν is transverse Fredholm and
its zero set Z˜νV has the structure of an open pseudomanifold of dimension d =
µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1.
Now let
M˜D¯1R,ǫ(x˜−, x˜+) =
⋃
(α,t,τ)∈D′,D≤D′≤D1
M˜
(α,t,τ)
R,ǫ (x˜−, x˜+).
If we denote nt and nτ for the numbers of zero components of the gluing parameter
t and τ for a generic D¯1 ∈ ΛD¯1 , where D¯1 = {(α, t, τ)| (α, t, τ) ∈ D
′, D ≤ D′ ≤ D1},
then with similar argument as above or, with more details as Liu-Tian [LT1] proved,
we see that for generic choice ν ∈ R, the moduli space of unparameterized stable
(J,H, ν)-connecting orbits
M˜D¯1,νR,ǫ (x˜−, x˜+) ⊂ M˜
D¯1
R,ǫ(x˜−, x˜+)
is a cornered partially smooth pseudomanifold with correct dimension
µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1− Σ(2nt + nτ ).
Moreover, the transversality can be achieved for all D′ with D ≤ D′ ≤ D1 simulta-
neously.
4Here for simplicity we admit to abuse the notations. Actually, the first summand is the ∂¯J,H-
operator for each main component and is the ∂¯J -operator for each bubble component.
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7 Virtual moduli cycle and Floer homology.
7.1 Constructing virtual moduli cycle
Since PM(x˜−, x˜+) is compact, we can take a finite union of the covering of W
as {Ui = UǫVi (Vi,H), i = 1, · · · , w}, and we use U˜i to denote its uniformizer with
covering group Γi.
Now just as the construction in subsection 4.3, we can define UI = ∩i∈IUi where
I = {1, · · · , w}, and the fiber product U˜I as in Definition 5.6, so we can get suitable
VI ⊂ UI and V˜I with quotient map π : V˜I → VI ≃ V˜I/ΓI and the projection
πIJ : V˜I → V˜J for J ⊂ I. Thus as in Definition 5.7 we have a multi-fold atlas V˜ for
W.
Then as above we have a local orbifold bundle Ei over Ui. For each [V ] ∈ Ui, the
fiber Fi|[V ] over [V ] consists of all elements of L
k−1,p(Λ0,1(V ∗TM)), V ∈ [V ] modulo
equivalence relation induced by pull-back of sections coming from identificaion of
the domains of Vi, where Λ
0,1(V ∗TM)) is the bundle of (0, 1)-forms on Σ with
respect to the complex structure on Σ and the given compatible almost complex
structure J on (M,ω). Then the local uniformizer E˜i of Ei is given by the union of
Lk−1,p(Λ0,1(V˜ ∗i TM)), V˜i ∈ U˜i. The Γi also acts on E˜i so that Ei = E˜i/Γi. In this
way, we can reinterpret the ∂¯J,H -operator as a collection of Γi-equivalent sections of
these local orbifold bundles (Ei, Ui).
Then as in Lemma 5.3 we can choose subcovers {U0i } and {VI} and a suitable
partition of unity βi on W corresponding to the covering {U
0
i }. Let E = ∪iEi, by
the construction of section 4, we obtain a multi-bundle p˜ : E˜ → V˜.
Denote Ri = RVi , and the projection to the first factor P : U˜i × Ri → U˜i. We
can define the section of the pullback bundle P ∗(E˜i)→ U˜i ×Ri as
ι(i)(V˜ , νi) = βi([V ]) · IV (νi).
Since there are only finite small neighborhoods, we can choose a sufficiently small
ǫ such that for all i and generic νi, ∂¯J,H + ι(i) are transverse Fredholm sections of
the corresponding pullback bundles. Now we set R = ⊕wi=1Ri and choose its a small
subset Rǫ = {ν ∈ R||νi| ≤ ǫ, ∀i}. Then let Wǫ =W ×Rǫ, we have a corresponding
multi-fold atlas V˜ǫ. Then we can give a multi-bundle structure to P
∗(E˜)→ V˜ǫ. Since
V˜ǫ is a good cover, the compatibility condition (8) holds, we get a multi-section s˜ of
this multi-bundle as
s˜(V˜ , ν) = ∂¯J,H(V˜ ) +
∑
i
ι(i)(V˜ , νi). (10)
It is easy to see that (E˜ , V˜ǫ,Wǫ, s˜) is a transverse Fredholm system with index
d = r + µrel(x˜−, x˜+) as defined in Definition 5.9. And it follows that when ǫ is
small enough for a generic choice of the perturbation ν ∈ Rǫ the section ∂¯J,H + ν˜ of
E˜ → V˜ is Fredhom and have the same zero set as s˜. Consequently, corresponding to
Proposition 6.1, and by using the method of constructing the branched labeled pseu-
domanifold with boundary Y from the zero set of the multi-section s˜ in subsection
5.3 we have
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Proposition 7.1 For generic ν ∈ RV , the multi-section s˜
ν satisfying s˜ = P ∗(s˜ν)
is transverse Fredholm and its zero sets Z˜νI fit together to give a compact branched
and labeled pseudomanifold Y = PMν(x˜−, x˜+) with boundary B
ν(x˜−, x˜+), which is
a relative virtual moduli cycle of dimension d = µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1.
Proof. The conclusion is straightforward. We only show an explicit proof by Liu-
Tian for the compactness of Y = PMν(x˜−, x˜+). From the construction in subsection
5.3 we know that PMν is projected onto ZW = PM
ν
in W. Since
PM(x˜−, x˜+) ⊂ ∪
w
i=1U
0
i ,
where the U0i is constructed in the Lemma 5.3, we see that ∂¯J,H never becomes zero
along the boundary
∂(∪wi=1U
0
i ) = ∪
w
i=1U
0
i \ ∪
w
i=1U
0
i .
But ν ≡ 0 along ∂(∪wi=1U
0
i ), so we have
PM
ν
⊂ ∪wi=1U
0
i ).
Let {V¯i}
∞
i=1 be a sequence of PM
ν
. We may assume that all V¯i are contained in
VI for some I ∈ N . If we can show that for the corresponding sequence {Vi}
∞
i=1,
with V¯i = π
I(Vi), in PM
ν
I = PM
ν ∩ V˜I , all sections νI of the bundle E˜I → V˜I has
a uniform bounded W k,p-norm, then by the basic elliptic techniques, there exists a
V∞ ∈ U˜I such that some subsequence of {Vi}
∞
i=1 is weakly C
∞-convergent to V∞.
Then PM
ν
is compact.
Since ν =
∑
i,j aijeij with {eij ; j = 1, · · · , ni} being the basis of Ri, and ν ∈ Rǫ,
we see that |aij | are bounded. So we only need to prove that all the lifting {eij}I
over V˜I of eij , which is defined over U˜i originally, are still bounded. We still only
consider the case i ∈I . Actually, if we can prove that all changes of coordinates
between U˜i’s are induced from those reparametrizations that stay inside a compact
subset of GΣ, then the boundedness of ‖νI‖k,p will follow.
Now we denote the closure of Ui by U
c
i , i = 1, · · · , w, and U
c
ij = U
c
i ∩ U
c
j . Let
U˜ ci and U˜
c
i¯j
⊂ U˜ ci be the lifting of them in the uniformizer U˜i. Then we denote the
compact set
PMij = PM(x˜−, x˜+) ∩ U
c
ij .
Let
{Zijk | Z
ij
k ⊂ B(x˜−, x˜+), k = 1, · · · ,m
ij}
be an open covering of PMij in B(x˜−, x˜+) such that each component of π
−1
i (Z
ij
k )
and π−1j (Z
ij
k ) in U˜
c
i and U˜
c
j is a uniformizer of Z
ij
k , respectively. Now for each
fixed pair of components of π−1i (Z
ij
k ) and π
−1
j (Z
ij
k ), the equivalence between them
are induced by some automorphisms of domain which are contained in a compact
subset of
∏
GΣ. Then let Z
ij = ∪kZ
ij
k and for each i = 1, · · · , w, replace Ui by
(Ui \ ∪k 6=iU
c
ik)
⋃
k 6=i
Zik.
They still form an open covering of PM(x˜−, x˜+) and all previous constructions still
work. Now all changes of coordinates are induced by a compact subset. ✷
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Recall that each top stratum S of Y lying in the image qI : Y˜I → Y is associated
a positive rational label λI . They can fit together to give each δi-oriented top
component Mi a label λi. Then we can define a rational number for the virtual
moduli space
#(Y ) = #(PMν) =
∑
i
δiλi.
We say any compact branched and labeled pseudomanifold PMν(x˜−, x˜+) as
above constructed is the regularization or virtual moduli space of the stable moduli
space PM(x˜−, x˜+). In particular, we care about such d = µrel(x˜−, x˜+)− 1 = 0 and
1 dimensional pseudomanifolds
PMν(x˜i, x˜i+1) and PM
ν(x˜i, x˜i+2).
The former is obviously a finite set. And the latter is a branched and labeled 1-
pseudomanifold with boundary which, via Floer’s gluing method, consists of pairs
[V#U ] with [V ] ∈ PMν(x˜i, x˜i+1) and [U ] ∈ PM
ν(x˜i+1, x˜i+2). Recall that in
section 5 we can associate to each boundary point a rational number ρ([V#U ]),
then from the Lemma 5.2 we see that the total oriented number of its boundary is
#(Bν(x˜i, x˜i+2)) =
∑
x∈Bν ρ(x) = 0. Thus, we naturally have the following result
Corollary 7.1 1◦. If the relative index
µrel(x˜−, x˜+) = µCZ(x˜+)− µCZ(x˜−) = 1,
then PMν(x˜−, x˜+) is a finite set;
2◦. If µrel(x˜−, x˜+) = 2, then in the sense of partially smooth category, the ori-
ented boundary Bν(x˜−, x˜+) = ∂(PM
ν(x˜−, x˜+)) is a finite set with the total oriented
number #(Bν(x˜−, x˜+)) = 0. Moreover,
∂(PMν(x˜−, x˜+)) =
∑
µrel(x˜−,y˜)=1;µrel(y˜,x˜+)=1
PMν(x˜−, y˜)× PM
ν(y˜, x˜+).
Remark. This Corollary can be generalized to the case for t-dependent pair (Jt,Ht)
that will be used in the continuation argument.
7.2 Define the Floer-type homology
We come to define the Floer chain complex. As the usual way, we first define a
graded Q-space C∗ = C∗(J,H, φ) = ⊕nCn(J,H, φ) as follows. Recall that F = FH
is the functional defined in section 2 and Crit(F ) is the set of all critical points.
We denote by Critn(F ) the subset of all x˜ ∈ Crit(F ) with Conley-Zehnder index
µCZ(x˜) = n. Let Cn = Cn(J,H, φ) be the set of all formal sums
ξ =
∑
x˜∈Critn(F )
ξx˜x˜,
where ξx˜ ∈ Q such that for any constant c > 0
#{x˜ ∈ Critn(F )| ξx˜ 6= 0, F (x˜) ≥ c} <∞.
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Thus C∗ is an infinite dimensional vector space over Q in general, however, if we
introduce the so-called Novikov ring Λω,φ (which is a field here) as follows, we will
see that it is a finite dimensional vector space over Λω,φ.
Recall that Γ is the covering group introduced in section 2, and we assume that
there is an injective homomorphism i : Γ→ π2(M). Then the function φω : π2(M)→
R, A 7→
∫
A ω, induced a weight homomorphism φ : Γ → R which is injective. Then
Hofer-Salamon [HS] showed that the group Γ is isomorphic to a free abelian group
with finite many generators. We suppose {e1, · · · , ek} be the basis of Γ, so for any
A ∈ Γ, we have A =
∑k
i=1Aiei. Let t = (t1, · · · , tk), then we denote t
A for
∏k
i=1 t
Ai
i .
Then the Novikov ring Λω,φ is the set of formal sums as
λ =
∑
A∈Γ
λAt
A,
where λA ∈ Q such that for any constant c > 0
#{A ∈ Γ| λA 6= 0, φ(A) ≤ c} <∞.
Since the coefficient is the rational field Q, our Novikov ring is also a field. We note
that the multiplication in Novikov ring is
λ · µ =
∑
A,B∈Γ
λA · µBt
A+B .
It is easy to verify that the following defined scalar product
λ · ξ =
∑
x˜∈Crit(F )
(
∑
A∈Γ
λA · ξ(−A)#x˜)x˜
is still in C∗, where the connect sum (−A)#x˜ is induced from the π2(M) action on
Ω˜φ. Then we can consider the space C∗ as a finite dimensional vector space over the
field Λω,φ with dimension of #Fix(φH).
Since from the first part of Corollary 7.1 we know that when µrel(y˜, x˜) =
µCZ(x˜) − µCZ(y˜) = 1, the number #(PM
ν(y˜, x˜)) is finite, then we just define
the boundary operator δν : C∗ → C∗ as: for any x˜ ∈ Critn(F )
δν(x˜) =
∑
y˜∈Critn−1(F )
#(PMν(y˜, x˜))y˜.
Then by the conclusion in the second part of Corollary 7.1, we know that for any
two z˜, x˜ with µrel(z˜, x˜) = 2, the oriented number
#[∂(PMν(z˜, x˜))] =
∑
µrel(z˜,y˜)=1;µrel(y˜,x˜)=1
#(PMν(z˜, y˜))×#(PMν(y˜, x˜)) = 0.
So we have for any x˜ ∈ Critn(F ),
δ2ν(x˜) =
∑
µCZ (z˜)=n−2
[
∑
µCZ (y˜)=n−1
#(PMν(z˜, y˜))×#(PMν(y˜, x˜))]z˜ = 0.
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Thus, we just define the Floer homology associated to (J,H, ν) of the symplectic
manifold (M,ω) and a symplectomorphism φ as the homology of the chain complex
(C∗, δν), denoted by FH∗(J,H, φ, ν) or FH∗(J,H, φ).
As the last step, we should prove that the Floer homology groups FH∗(J,H, φ, ν)
are independent of the almost complex structure Jt and the time-dependent Hamil-
tonian H used to define them. To do this, we need a continuation argument as the
standard method used in [F3][SZ][LT1], etc..
Given a fixed symplectomorphism φ and two suitable triples (J0,H0, ν0) and
(J1,H1, ν1) which are fine in the construction as above. We want to show that
FH∗(J0,H0, ν0) ∼= FH∗(J1,H1, ν1).
Thus, we need to show there exists a chain homotopy. Firstly, we define a chain
homomorphism
Φ01 : (C∗(H0), δJ0,H0,ν0)→ (C∗(H1), δJ1,H1,ν1).
Suppose we have a family of generic pairs (Js,Hs), s ∈ R, so that (Js,Hs) ≡
(J0,H0) for s ≤ 0 and (Js,Hs) ≡ (J1,H1) for s ≥ 1. For two critical points in
different spaces
x˜0 ∈ F˜ix(φH0) ⊂ Ω˜φ(H0) and x˜1 ∈ F˜ix(φH1) ⊂ Ω˜φ(H1),
we can similarly as before define the moduli space
PM(Js,Hs, x˜0, x˜1)
of stable continuation trajectories, which consists of stable (Js,Hs)-orbits connecting
x˜0 and x˜1, say the element is
V = ((v1, · · · , vK), (f1, · · · , fl), o) : Σ→M, vj = uj |R×[0,1],
with some differences in that on each main component Σm, the map um : Σm →M ,
m = 1, · · · ,K, satisfies the following equation
∂¯Js,Hs(um) =
∂um
∂s
(s, t) + Js,t(um(s, t))(
∂um
∂t
(s, t)−Xt(Hs)) = 0. (11)
And we require that there is a m0 ∈ {1, · · · ,K} so that when m < m0, um is a stable
(J0,H0)-map and when m > m0 it is a stable (J1,H1)-map satisfying the equation
(1).
We can apply all above construction to this new stable moduli space, for example,
we can similarly define the ambient space B(Js,Hs, x˜0, x˜1), the neighborhoodW and
the compact virtual moduli space PMνs(Js,Hs, x˜0, x˜1), etc.. Since for those stable
(Js,Hs)-orbits the s-invariance does not hold for the distinct main component um0 ,
the dimension of PMνs(x˜0, x˜1) will be
µrel(x˜0, x˜1) = µCZ(H1, x˜1)− µCZ(H0, x˜0).
So when µCZ(H1, x˜1) = µCZ(H0, x˜0), PM
νs(x˜0, x˜1) is a finite set with well-
defined rational oriented number #(PMνs(x˜0, x˜1)). Consequently, we can define
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the homomorphism between the spaces with same grade Cn(H0)→ Cn(H1) (then it
is also a homomorphism between C∗(H0) and C∗(H1)) as
Φ01(x˜0) =
∑
µCZ (x˜1)=n
#(PMνs(Js,Hs, x˜0, x˜1))x˜1,
for x˜0 ∈ Cn(H0).
Similarly, we can define a chain homomorphism
Φ10 : (C∗(H1), δJ1,H1,ν1)→ (C∗(H0), δJ0,H0,ν0).
Then just as the classical method of introducing an extra parameter ρ and ap-
plying all constructions as before to the two parameters family (Jρs ,H
ρ
s ), used by
Floer [F1]-[F3] with the modification in that we replace the classical moduli space
of (Js,Hs)-orbits M(Js,Hs) by the branched labeled pseudomanifold, i.e the vir-
tual moduli space PMνs(Jρs ,H
ρ
s ) and correspondingly we replace M(J
ρ
s ,H
ρ
s ) by
PMν
ρ
s (Jρs ,H
ρ
s ), we can prove that there exist chain homotopies
Φ10 ◦ Φ
0
1 ∼ IdC∗(H0) and Φ
0
1 ◦Φ
1
0 ∼ IdC∗(H1).
Therefore, we have induced an isomorphism
(Φ01)
∗ : FH∗(J0,H0, ν0)→ FH∗(J1,H1, ν1).
We omit the details, and refer the reader to [F3][LT1][HS][SZ],etc. for similar
arguments with respect to establishing isomorphism of Floer (co)homologies for
Hamiltonian periodic solutions. So we can just denote the Floer homology associ-
ated with a compact symplectic manifold (M,ω) and a symplectomorphism φ by
FH∗(M,ω, φ, ν) or simply by FH∗(φ, ν).
Although FH∗(φ, ν) are in general dependent of the symplectomorphism φ, we
will show that they only depend on φ up to Hamiltonian isotopy. That is to say,
there is a natural isomorphism
FH∗(φ0)→ FH∗(φ1)
if φ0 and φ1 are related by a Hamiltonian isotopy. Let
φt = ϕ
−1
t ◦ φ0
be a Hamiltonian isotopy from φ0 to φ1 = ϕ
−1
1 ◦ φ0. That is to say, there exist t-
dependent Hamiltonian function Gt and Hamiltonian vector field Yt onM satisfying
d
dt
ϕt = Yt ◦ ϕt, ι(Yt)ω = dGt.
Recall for symplectomorphism φ0 = φ satisfying Ht = Ht+1 ◦ φ0, we have a map
u : R2 → M which is the solution of the equation (1) with boundary condition (2)
and limits (3). Then we define a new map v : R2 →M so that
v(s, t) = ϕ−1t (u(s, t)), J
′
t = ϕ
∗
tJt. (12)
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We see that φ∗1J
′
t+1 = Jt and v(s, t) is the solution of the following equation
∂v
∂s
+ J ′t(v)(
∂v
∂t
− ϕ−1t ◦ (Xt − Yt) ◦ ϕt(v)) = 0 (13)
with boundary condition
v(s, t+ 1) = φ1(v(s, t)). (14)
and the solution has limits
lim
s→±∞
v(s, t) = ϕ−1t ψt(x±), x± = φHx±), (15)
where recall x± are nondegenerate fixed points of φH = ψ
−1
1 ◦ φ. Thus there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of (1), (2) and the solutions of
(13), (14). We can extend the arguments above to the virtual case in a similar way
to get a 1-1 correspondence between their related virtual moduli space PMν0 and
PMν1 . So we can obtain the isomorphism FH∗(φ0) ≃ FH∗(φ1).
In particular, as what Dostoglou-Salamon claimed in [DS2], by the “fixed point
index” property of the Maslov index listed in section 2, the Euler characteristic is
just the Lefschetz number of φ
χ(FH∗(φ)) =
∑
x∈Fix(φH)
sign det(Id− dφH(x)) = L(φ).
Remark. Recall the construction of Floer homology is related to the choices of
those based paths γ0 in each connected component of Ωφ. In fact, we should denote
the Floer homology by FH∗(φ, γ0). Nevertheless, we can show that our construction
above depends only on the homotopy class of those based paths. A similar argument
can be found in [FO3].
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